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GENERAL REPO RT
OF THE

INFO RMATION REPO RTING PROGRAM
ADVISO RY COMMITTEE
The Information Reporting Program Advisory Committee (hereinafter the “IRPAC”
or “Committee”) was established in 1991 in response to an administrative recommendation
in the final Conference Report of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989.1 At that
time, Congress recommended that the Internal Revenue Service (hereinafter “IRS” or the
“Service”) consider "the creation of an advisory group comprised of representatives from
the payor community and practitioners interested in the information reporting program ... to
discuss improvements to the system."2Congress believed such an advisory group would be
helpful for purposes of discussing “problems and the feasibility of complying with, or the
economic impact of, rules and regulations affecting the reporting industry."3 Since its
inception, the IRPAC has worked closely with IRS officials to provide recommendations on
a broad range of diverse issues intended to improve the Information Reporting Program and
achieve fair and equitable treatment of taxpayers.
The 2002 IRPAC completed the reorganization it began in 2001 by adopting a
subgroup structure that aligns directly with the four Operating Divisions of the IRS.
Accordingly, the Committee was subdivided into the following subgroups:

1
2
3

§

Large & Midsize Business Subgroup (hereinafter the “LMSB Subgroup”);

§

Tax Exempt & Government Entities Subgroup (hereinafter the “TEGE Subgroup”);

§

Small Business/Self-Employed Subgroup (hereinafter the “SB/SE Subgroup”); and

H.R. CONF. REP. NO . 101-386, at 662 (1989).
Id.
Id.
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§

Wage & Investment Subgroup (hereinafter the “W&I Subgroup”).

The individual reports of the subgroups immediately follow this General Report.
Committee members were assigned to subgroups based on their backgrounds, and
chairs were appointed to coordinate the activities of the subgroups. The new organizational
structure significantly improved the effectiveness of the IRPAC and the timely resolution of
issues by fostering increased interaction between IRS officials and Committee members.
As a function of the reorganization, the IRPAC adopted formal criteria for the
purpose of establishing the Committee’s project priorities. The criteria provide that, to the
extent possible, issues addressed by the IRPAC should benefit a significant number of those
stakeholders effected by the information reporting system, including the payor, practitioner,
and taxpayer communities as well as the IRS.
During calendar year 2002, the Committee met at IRS headquarters in Washington,
DC. five times in preparation for its public meeting. The IRPAC also worked with the
Internal Revenue Service Advisory Council (hereinafter the “IRSAC”) and the staff of the
Office of National Public Liaison (hereinafter “NPL”) to conduct focus groups at the four
IRS Nationwide Tax Forum mega-sites. These focus groups provided important feedback
from tax and payroll practitioners regarding the effectiveness of existing IRS programs,
policies, and initiatives and changes that might improve the delivery of products and
services.
The Committee also submitted written comments to the IRS Oversight Board
regarding the operations of the National Taxpayer Advocate’s Office and the
implementation of several major IRS programs, including the Employer Identification
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Number, Practitioner Priority Services, Centralized Authorization File, Offer-inCompromise, and K-1 Matching programs.
The Committee will continue to coordinate with both the Oversight Board and the
IRSAC in advancing payee, payor, and practitioner issues that promise to improve the IRS
Information Reporting Program and increase voluntary compliance with the tax law.
As the year draws to a close, the IRPAC has completed its second year under the
auspices of NPL, which has responsibility within the IRS to provide administrative support
and direction for the Committee. Coordination provided by NPL is vital in arranging
contacts between Committee members and appropriate levels of IRS management. The
IRPAC wishes to acknowledge the excellent service it has received from the NPL staff in
supporting the work of the Committee.
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INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
A DVISORY COMMITTEE
LARGE & MIDSIZE BUSINESS
SUBGROUP REPORT
During the 2002 IRPAC term, the LMSB Subgroup worked with the IRS Office of
Chief Counsel and Treasury representatives on a number of information reporting issues
that were raised by various segments of the financial services industry. The following issues
were completed by the LMSB Subgroup this year..
§

Paper (Lawrence) – Tax Liability for Nonresident Aliens in Cross-Border
Securities Lending Transactions and Related Form 1042-S Reporting Issues.
Viewed as the first installment in a projected series of IRPAC papers that will
address diverse issues arising in the context of securities loans, this paper
discusses the legal rationale underlying Notice 97-66 that addresses situations
involving cross-border securities lending transactions potentially giving rise to
incremental withholding and reporting. The LMSB Subgroup has offered to
work with the IRS to effectuate the legal rationale of Notice 97-66 in ways that
are practicable and which lend themselves to information reporting.

§

Paper (Molinari) – Request that the IRS Expand the IRS TIN Matching
Program (hereinafter the “Program”) to Allow Payors of Designated
Distributions to Utilize the Program for the purpose of Curtailing Payee Bad
Name/TIN Combinations.

§

Paper (Kassem) – Request that the IRS Extend the Time Permitted to Refund
Erroneous Backup Withholding Until the Later of the End of the Relevant
Calendar Year or Prior to the Date that the Payor is Legally Required to Issue
Form 1099 to the Payee (i.e., January 31 of the Immediately Succeeding Calendar
Year).

§

Paper (Givner) – Request that the IRS permit: (1) Use of Facsimile Signatures
for Form 8868 (Application for Extension of Time to File an Exempt
Organization Return); and (2) Filing of a “Consolidated” Form 8868 for the
Ultimate Filing of Forms 990-T (Exempt Organization and Business Income
Return) by IRA Trustees.

§

Paper (Givner) – Request that the IRS Permit a Clearing Broker to Determine
its Withholding Obligations under Internal Revenue Code Section 3405 by
Reference to Representations from an Introducing Broker Based on a Payee’s
Form W-4P (Withholding Certificate for Pension or Annuity Payments).
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§

Paper (Givner) – Should Dispositions of Single Stock Futures be Subject to
Gross Proceeds Reporting on Form 1099-B?

§

Letter (Merlo) – Request that the IRS Issue a Directory Listing Widely Held
Fixed Investment Trust Information or a Publication Similar in Content and
Effect to Publication 938 (REMIC Reporting Information and Other
Collateralized Debt Obligations (hereinafter “CDO”)) to facilitate correct
information reporting for Widely Held Fixed Income Trusts.

§

Letter (Kassem) – Request the IRS to Clarify Uncertainty Surrounding the
Treatment of Form 1042-S Filed with a Payee Address in the United States.

§

Letter (Molinari & DiBlasi) – Request that the IRS: (1) authorize Electronic
Delivery of Form 1099-R (Distributions from Pensions, Annuities, Retirement or
Profit-Sharing Plans, IRAs, Insurance Contracts, etc.) and Form 5498 (IRA
Contribution Information) Payee Statements; (2) treat as Timely Payee
Statements Delivered Electronically by January 31 to Customers who Withdraw
Consent to Receive Electronic Payee Statements by the Preceding December 31;
and (3) allow an additional thirty days for mailing of paper statements to payees
who withdraw electronic consent after December 31.

§

Letter (Molinari) – The IRPAC’s Comments and Recommendations on the ReProposed Regulations Issued in May 2002 that Address Information Reporting
for Payments of Gross Settlement Proceeds to Attorneys.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Tax Liability of Nonresident Aliens in Cross-Border Securities
Lending Transactions and Related Form 1042-S Reporting
Issues

ISSUE STATEMENT:

This paper addresses the tax liability incurred by nonresident
aliens receiving U.S.-source substitute payments where the
amount withheld by the payor does not satisfy the tax liability.
The paper specifically addresses securities lending transactions
entered into by principals (entities that engage in these
transactions for their own portfolio, i.e., to cover short
positions, and, for purposes of the transactions, are not acting as
agents for other lenders). In addition, the paper discusses issues
related to Form 1042-S with respect to the reporting of
substitute payments made in a series of securities loans.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

Regulation

IRPAC TEAM:

Carmela Lawrence, Neal Givner, Mark Merlo, Joan DiBlasi,
Ernest Molinari, and Carol Kassem

IRS PARTICIPANTS:

Jeffrey Vinnik, Paul Epstein, Theodore Seltzer

BACKGROUND:

New issue introduced by members of the 2002 IRPAC

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. To eliminate the tax liability under Internal Revenue Code1

sections2 881 and 882 on U.S.-source substitute dividends in
cross-border securities loans that give rise to incremental
withholding tax wherein a portion of the gross income
should be recharacterized as foreign-source.
2. Where

cross-border substitute payments yield no
incremental withholding tax, such payments should be
categorized as foreign-source and not subject to Form 1042S reporting.

3. As representatives of the financial services industry, the

LMSB Subgroup would be pleased to work with the IRS to
26 U.S.C. (1994) (as amended), hereinafter “I.R.C.”.
Hereinafter, unless otherwise indicated, all section references are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, and all citations to section or sections of the Internal Revenue Code shall be referred to as “§” or
collectively “§§”.
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1
2

effectuate the withholding and Form 1042-S reporting
requirements contemplated by Notice 97-66 3 in ways that are
practicable for the industry.
TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
AFFECTED:

Financial service industry stakeholders (such as banks and
brokers) that enter into securities lending transactions for their
own portfolios.

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYORS & PAYEES):
Tax liability for nonresident aliens would be completely

satisfied. Payees would receive correct Forms 1042-S.
BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE :
.

The IRS would not generate and process discrepancy notices
that result from incorrect Forms 1042-S that are filed by payors
engaged in securities lending transactions.

I.R.S. Notice 97-66, 1997-48 C.B. 8.
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3

DISCUSSION
I.

CURRENT REGULATIONS AND N OTICES
a)

Taxation of Substitute Payments in Cross-Border Securities Lending
Transactions

On October 6, 1997, the IRS issued final regulations with respect to the
source and character of substitute payments made in cross-border securities lending
transactions between U.S. and non-U.S. persons. The regulations were issued to eliminate
certain tax differences generated by similar economic investments.
Internal Revenue Code § 1058(a) describes a securities lending transaction
as the transfer of securities made pursuant to a written agreement that: (i) provides for a
return to the transferor of identical securities; (ii) requires substitute payments; and (iii)
does not reduce the transferor’s risk of loss or opportunity for gain on the securities
transferred by allowing the lender to terminate the loan upon notice of not more than five
business days.
The final regulations provide that a substitute payment made in connection
with a securities lending transaction is sourced in the same manner as the distributions
with respect to the transferred security for purposes of I.R.C. § 861 and Treas. Reg. §
1.862-1. This ‘transparency’ rule applies to payments made to both U.S. and foreign
lenders. The source rule applies for all purposes of the I.R.C. in a cross-border securities
lending transaction. Thus, a substitute payment made in connection with a U.S. securities
loan is U.S.- source.
The final regulations provide that for purposes of determining tax liability
under I.R.C. §§ 871 and 881, nonresident alien tax under Chapter Three, and for treaty
purposes, a substitute payment made to a foreign lender is characterized using the
transparency rule. Treasury Regulations §§ 1.871-7(b)(2) and 1.881-2(b)(2) state that a
substitute dividend payment received by a foreign person pursuant to a securities lending
transaction shall have the same character as the distribution received with respect to the
transferred security. Thus, a substitute dividend payment made by a U.S. borrower of
shares of a U.S. corporation to a foreign lender of the shares is considered a U.S. dividend
and will be subject to U.S. withholding tax. However, the transparency rules do not apply
when characterizing substitute payments made to U.S. lenders. These payments are
considered ‘other’ amounts and not dividends. (This treatment ensures that both the
recipient of the real dividend and the recipient of the substitute payment do not take a
Dividend Received Deduction or other tax benefit.)
Treasury Regulation § 1.861-3(a)(6) defines a substitute dividend payment
as a payment made to the transferor of a security in a securities lending transaction, of an
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amount equivalent to any dividend distribution, which the owner of the transferred security
is entitled to receive during the term of the transaction.
Shortly after these regulations were issued, taxpayers brought to the
attention of the IRS and Treasury that, in certain circumstances, the total U.S. withholding
tax paid with respect to a securities loan or a series of such transactions could be excessive
due to the application of the final regulations (i.e., the cascading scenario). That is, if U.S.
securities were loaned through tiers of borrowers within the same foreign country or within
countries having the same dividend tax treaty rate, i.e., “foreign-to-foreign” loans, a U.S.
withholding tax would potentially apply to each substitute payment in the chain of
payments. The total withholding tax applied in a series of securities loans could possibly
exceed the thirty percent statutory rate.
b)

Withholding Tax Imposed on Foreign-to-Foreign Substitute Payments in
Securities Lending Transactions (Notice 97-66)

On November 13, 1997, the IRS issued Notice 97-66 to clarify the amount
of withholding tax imposed on foreign-to-foreign substitute payments made in securities
lending transactions. As it relates to substitute dividend payments, the Notice is generally
intended to limit the thirty percent U.S. withholding tax to the tax that would have applied
had the underlying dividend been paid to the foreign payer of the substitute payment, or, if
more, the tax that would have applied had the underlying dividend been paid directly to the
foreign payee of the substitute payment. This amount may be reduced to the extent that
the total U.S. tax actually withheld on the underlying dividend and previous substitute
payments is greater than the amount of tax that would be imposed on U.S. dividends by a
U.S. person directly to the payer of the substitute payment. The Notice mandates that the
‘formula’ above be used in foreign-to-foreign payments.
For example, if a U.S.-source dividend paid to foreign person, F, is subject
to a fifteen percent rate and F then makes a substitute payment in respect of the dividend
to foreign person G, F is not required to withhold provided the payment of the dividend to
G would have been subject to withholding tax of not more than fifteen percent but must
withhold an additional fifteen percent of the dividend amount if G was subject to a thirty
percent tax rate (i.e., G is not eligible for any tax treaty reduction on the statutory thirty
percent withholding tax rate). The Notice ensures that in a cascading scenario, no more
than the statutory thirty percent is withheld across an entire chain of equity loans.
II.

ISSUES WITH CURRENT REGULATIONS AND N OTICE 97-66
a)

Withholding Tax Liability under I.R.C. §§ 871 and 881

With certain exceptions, I.R.C. §§ 871(a) and 881(a) impose a thirty percent
tax on nonresident aliens receiving income from sources within the United States. The tax
is imposed on the gross amount of “fixed or determinable, annual or periodical (FDAP)”
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income. FDAP income includes all income described in I.R.C. § 61; i.e., generally all
income.
Notice 97-66 addresses the calculation of the withholding tax amount for
each substitute payment made in a series of securities loans. The Notice also limits the
withholding agent’s liability for withholding based on the formula in the Notice.
In general, the tax liability imposed under I.R.C. §§ 871 and 881 is satisfied
by the actual withholding deducted from the U.S.-source substitute dividend paid to the
nonresident alien. However, when there is a series of substitute payments made by
principals in a securities loan, the nonresident alien’s tax liability is not always entirely
satisfied by applying the ‘cascading’ withholding formula in the Notice. (Note: principals
are entities that utilize these transactions for their own portfolio, i.e., to cover short
positions, and, for purposes of these transactions, are not acting as agents for other
lenders.)
b)

Form 1042-S

As stated above, Notice 97-66 sufficiently addresses possible
overwithholding situations in foreign-to-foreign payments. However, the Notice does not
specifically cover Form 1042-S reporting for each substitute payment made in a series of
loans by different principals. It is not clear how the amount withheld by the upstream
payor is to be reflected on the Form 1042-S prepared by the next payor in the chain. In
accordance with current Form 1042-S Instructions, Forms 1042-S prepared in each foreignto-foreign securities loan may generate Form 1042-S discrepancy notices from the IRS.
Notices are generated by the IRS when certain required fields on Form 1042-S do not
match, e.g., the actual withholding amount in Box 7 does not agree with the expected
withholding amount for a particular payee based on the country code. The example below
illustrates the problems with Form 1042-S reporting and the issue of tax liability discussed
above.
c)

Example of Multiple Securities Loans

Facts: A, a U.K. corporation, borrows securities of X, a U.S. corporation,
from B, a Cayman entity. A borrows these shares to cover its short sale with C. A holds
the securities over record date and thus receives the real dividend from X. X’s paying
agent pays a $100 dividend to A, who is subject to fifteen percent withholding tax. A
receives an eighty-five dollar net payment. A makes a U.S. source substitute dividend
payment to B, who is subject to thirty percent tax.
Dividend Payment From X to A: Tax Liability is Satisfied and Form 1042-S is
Correct
A’s tax liability under I.R.C. § 882(a) is fifteen dollars (fifteen percent
withholding tax rate multiplied by $100 gross dividend). A receives eighty-five dollars net.
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Since A’s tax liability under I.R.C. § 882(a) is fifteen dollars and that liability is satisfied by
the fifteen dollar withholding, A has no additional tax liability. X prepares Form 1042-S
which includes $100 gross income in Box 2; fifteen dollars withholding in Box 7; fifteen
percent tax rate in Box 5 and country code of U.K. (i.e., fifteen percent country) in Box 16.
This Form 1042-S is correct. The IRS will not generate a Form 1042-S discrepancy notice
because A is a U.K. entity that is subject to fifteen percent withholding rate per the U.S.U.K. tax treaty. A tax of fifteen dollars was withheld on the gross amount of $100. Thus,
Form 1042-S reflects the proper withholding at the proper rate for a U.K. entity.
Substitute Dividend Payment From A to B: Tax Liability is Not Satisfied Completely
by Applying Notice 97-66, and Form 1042-S will be Incorrect
The substitute payment from A to B is treated as a U.S.-source dividend
payment per the final regulations. A must withhold an incremental fifteen percent on this
substitute payment per Notice 97-66. Note that as a Cayman entity, B should be withheld
at a rate of thirty percent because there is no U.S. tax treaty with the Cayman Islands.
However, X already withheld fifteen percent upstream from A and thus, B is only withheld
the incremental fifteen percent. B receives a seventy dollar net payment. B’s tax liability
under I.R.C. § 882(a) is thirty dollars (thirty percent withholding tax rate multiplied by
$100 gross dividend). However, B was only withheld fifteen dollars. B would be liable for
an additional fifteen dollars under I.R.C. § 882(a). Notice 97-66 ensures that the
withholding is proper but it does not eliminate B’s tax liability entirely. Using Notice 97-66,
the proper tax has been withheld in the entire transaction and thus, there should be no
additional tax liability to any party in this example.
The Form 1042-S prepared by A to B will be incorrect. A will prepare a
Form 1042-S that includes $100 gross income in Box 2; fifteen dollars actual withholding
in Box 7; thirty percent tax rate in Box 5 and country code for Cayman Islands in Box 16.
Form 1042-S Instructions currently require the actual withholding amount
to be reflected in Box 7 and the tax rate and country code of the recipient. With the
exception of Form 1042-S reporting on Non-Qualified Intermediaries, Form 1042-S
Instructions do not contemplate a situation where there is an upstream withholding on one
entity and an incremental withholding on the next entity in the chain of payments. In the
above example, the IRS’ computers will multiply the withholding rate of thirty percent for
the Cayman entity by the $100 gross income and expect thirty dollars to be in Box 7 as tax
withheld. There is currently no mechanism to alert the IRS that fifteen dollars was
withheld upstream and an incremental fifteen dollars is withheld on the Cayman entity, per
Notice 97-66. This Form 1042-S will likely generate a notice from the IRS to the payor
requesting the additional fifteen dollars in tax.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The LMSB Subgroup, as representatives of the financial services industry, would be
pleased to work with the IRS to effectuate the legal rationale of Notice 97-66 in a manner
that is practicable for the industry and susceptible to information reporting.
1.

FOREIGN-TO-FOREIGN
REQUIRED

PAYMENTS

WITH

INCREMENTAL

WITHHOLDING

To eliminate the tax liability under I.R.C. §§ 881 and 882 in foreign-toforeign U.S.- source substitute dividends where there is an incremental
withholding tax, a portion of the gross income should be recharacterized as
foreign source. In the example set out above, where a U.K. Corporation
makes a substitute payment to a Cayman entity and withholds an
incremental fifteen dollars, the gross income that should be considered
U.S.-source and subject to withholding is the gross amount that yields the
incremental fifteen dollar withholding tax, i.e., fifty dollars gross income.
The foreign-source portion (fifty dollars, in this case) is not subject to Form
1042-S reporting. The fifty dollar U.S.-source income is reported on Form
1042-S in Box 2; the fifteen dollar withholding tax is reported in Box 7; and
the thirty percent rate for Cayman entity. This Form 1042-S would not
generate an IRS notice. The IRPAC suggests that the IRS include a formula
to calculate the U.S.-source portion of these substitute payments.
2.

FOREIGN-TO-FOREIGN
PAYMENTS
WITHHOLDING REQUIRED

WITH

NO

INCREMENTAL

With regard to foreign-to-foreign payments where no incremental
withholding tax results, such payments should be foreign-source because no
tax liability accrues to the nonresident alien receiving the payment and there
is no tax withheld or required to be withheld. Thus, Form 1042-S should
not be required in this situation.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED
Financial service industry stakeholders (such as banks and brokers) that enter into
securities lending transactions for their own portfolio.

BENEFITS TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYORS & PAYEES)
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Tax liability for nonresident aliens would be completely satisfied. Payees would
not receive incorrect Forms 1042-S resulting from securities lending transactions.

BENEFITS TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Generation and processing of discrepancy notices resulting from incorrect Forms
1042-S filed by payors in securities lending transactions would be significantly reduced.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Expanded use of the IRS Taxpayer Identification
Number (hereinafter “TIN”) Matching Program to
Payors of Designated Distributions.

ISSUE STATEMENT:

This paper seeks to expand the TIN Matching Program
to allow payors of designated distributions to participate
in the TIN Matching Program as described in Treas. Reg.
§ 31.3406(j)-1.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

The IRPAC recommends that the IRS pursue a statutory
change authorizing the TIN Matching Program to be
extended to reach payors of designated distributions
under I.R.C. § 3405, as is currently permitted for payors
of reportable payments under I.R.C. § 3406.

IRPAC TEAM:

Ernest Molinari, Neal Givner, Joan DiBlasi, Carol
Kassem, Carmela Lawrence, and Mark Merlo

IRS PARTICIPANT:

George Blaine

BACKGROUND:

In 1997, the IRS issued Treas. Reg. § 31.3406(j)-1 that
described the TIN Matching Program (hereinafter the
“Program”). Promulgated under I.R.C. § 3406, this
regulation limits the availability of the Program to payors
of payments that are otherwise subject to backup
withholding. When the Program was developed, the
need to permit designated distribution payors to utilize
the Program did not exist, as the penalty structure
currently applicable to the reporting of designated
distributions did not apply.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATION:

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
EFFECTED:

This paper recommends that the IRS pursue a statutory
change that would allow payors of designated
distributions to utilize the Program.
All payors and recipients of designated distributions.
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BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS):

Expanded use of the Program will reduce the number of
required TIN solicitation mailings that payees receive
which cause irritation and confusion.
Verifying account name/TIN combinations through the
Program will permit payors to enhance compliance and
reduce the time and resources expended to correct
errors.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:

Expanded utilization of the Program will result in more
accurate Form 1099 reporting and will reduce IRS’ costs
to administer the Information Reporting Program.
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DISCUSSION
Under Treas. Reg. § 31.3406(j)-1, payors of reportable payments, as defined in
I.R.C. § 3406(b)(1), are entitled to participate in the TIN Matching Program. This Program
allows these payors to contact the IRS regarding TINs furnished by payees, who have
received or are likely to receive reportable payments, for the purpose of determining
whether the name/TIN combination provided matches a name/TIN combination
maintained in the TIN database.
This, in turn, allows payors of reportable payments to reduce the potential for
name/TIN combination mismatches and correspondingly reduce the penalties assessed for
failing to file correct information returns under I.R.C. § 6721 and failure to furnish correct
payee statements under I.R.C. § 6722.
When the on-line TIN matching prototype was originally initiated in March 1993,
the need to include payors of designated distributions (as defined in I.R.C. § 3405(e)(1))
was not as significant as it is today, because information returns and payee statements filed
by payors of designated distributions were not subject to the penalty provisions of I.R.C. §§
6721 and 6722. However, in 1996 pursuant to the Small Business Job Protection Act, the
scope of the penalty provisions described in I.R.C. §§ 6721 and 6722 was expanded to
include information returns and payee statements required of payors of designated
distributions (Forms 1099-R and 5498).
Further, both payors of reportable payments and payors of designated distributions
are burdened by certain specified withholding rules when a payee provides an incorrect
TIN. Payors of reportable payments are required to backup withhold if a payee fails to
provide a correct TIN. Pursuant to I.R.C. § 3405, payors of designated distributions must
withhold from any subsequent designated distributions that are subject to withholding if a
payee fails to provide a correct TIN, and the payee may not elect out of withholding.
Expanded utilization of the Program would reduce this burden for both groups of payors.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The IRPAC recommends that the IRS pursue a statutory change expanding the
Program, as described in Treas. Reg. § 31.3406(j)-1, to include payors of designated
distributions under I.R.C. § 3405, as is currently allowed for payors of reportable payments
pursuant to I.R.C. § 3406.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY EFFECTED
All payors and recipients of designated distributions.
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BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS )
Expanding use of the Program will provide payees with statements that accurately
reflect a payee’s name/TIN combination and will allow such payees to elect out of I.R.C. §
3405 withholding, without hindrance, should they elect to do so. It will also reduce the
number of required TIN solicitation mailings that tend to irritate and confuse recipientpayees.
Verifying account name/TIN combinations through the Program will permit payors
of designated distributions to reduce and potentially avoid the labor-intensive process of
searching for and reviewing Forms W-9 for every account identified on the IRS Notice
972CG (Penalty Notice). In addition, payors of designated distributions will minimize or
eliminate the burden caused by having to satisfy the solicitation requirements of Treas.
Reg. § 301.6724. Expanded use of the Program will enhance compliance and reduce the
time and resources expended to correct errors.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Expanded utilization of the Program will result in more accurate Form 1099
reporting. The reduction in name/TIN combination mismatches will reduce the IRS’ costs
to administer the Information Reporting Program.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Extension of Time to Refund Erroneous Backup Withholding

ISSUE STATEMENT:

Provide additional time to process refunds of erroneous backup
withholding and withholding from pensions, annuities, and other
deferred arrangements until Forms 1099 are provided to payees.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

Regulatory Change

IRPAC TEAM :

Carol Kassem, Neal Givner, Carmela Lawrence, Joan DiBlasi,
Mark Merlo, and Ernest Molinari

IRS PARTICIPANTS:

George Blaine and John McGreevy

BACKGROUND:

Treasury Regulation § 31.6413(b) requires that if a payor withholds
in error under I.R.C. § 3406, the payor may refund the amount
erroneously withheld if such refund is made prior to the end of the
calendar year in which the withholding occurred and prior to
the time the payor issues Form 1099 to the payee. These same
refund requirements are also applicable to the treatment of
erroneous withholding from distributions from pensions, annuities,
and certain other deferred payments required under I.R.C. § 3405.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATION[S]:

The IRPAC recommends that a payor be permitted to refund
erroneous backup withholding and withholding from distributions
from pensions, annuities and other deferred arrangements if the
refund is made prior to the end of the calendar year OR prior to
the time the payor issues Form 1099 to the payee.

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
AFFECTED:
All payors required to file information returns of reportable payment
subject to backup withholding or withholding under I.R.C. §§ 3406
or 3405, respectively.
BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS:
(PAYEES & PAYORS)

Payors would have the opportunity to identify and remedy errors
prior to issuing Forms 1099 to payees. Certain transactions, such as
broker proceeds or pension distributions,
may be significant in amount and would best be addressed in
January prior to the issuance of the Forms 1099.
Payees would receive more accurate Form 1099 information, and
fewer payees would be required to seek refunds from the IRS.
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BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE :

Allowing payors to make refund adjustments prior to issuing
Forms 1099 would reduce the number of refund requests
submitted to the IRS.
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DISCUSSION
Certain reportable payments, such as gross proceeds, dividends, interest, original issue
discount, and miscellaneous income, are subject to backup withholding under I.R.C. § 3406. On
occasion, backup withholding occurs due to payor error and should be returned to the payee.
Under Treas. Reg. § 31.6413(b), if a payor withholds under I.R.C. § 3406 in error, the payor may
refund the amount erroneously withheld if such refund is made prior to the end of the calendar year
in which the withholding occurred and prior to the time the payor issues a Form 1099 to the payee.
Given that most payors do not issue Forms 1099 until sometime in January, i.e., subsequent to the
close of the calendar year, refunds must occur no later than December 31 of the calendar year.
Moreover, refunds for erroneous withholding from distributions made from pensions,
annuities, and certain other deferred payments are also subject to the guidelines found in I.R.C. §
6413, as noted in Treas. Reg. § 35.3405-1T (Q&A G17).
Typically, most payors perform year-end processing in early January in preparation for
issuing Forms 1099 to customers or payees. During this balancing/settlement period, the payor
cannot immediately remedy the discovery of errors involving erroneous withholding. The payor is
required to report the erroneous withholding on the appropriate Form 1099 and the payee is
expected to include this credit in his personal tax return. However, issues arise for payees who are
not required to file tax returns or who are not subject to federal taxation. These taxpayers are
required to file Form 843 to request a refund, or file a tax return such as Form 1040 for U.S.
persons. Moreover, a nonresident alien, incorrectly presumed to be a U.S. person, who receives a
Form 1099 indicating that erroneous withholding occurred is now required to obtain an ITIN and
must then file Form 1040NR to request the refund.
In contrast, excess withholding from certain payments of U.S.-source income made to
nonresident aliens and foreign corporations may be refunded for a specified period of time
subsequent to the end of the calendar year. Treasury Regulation § 1.1441-1(b)(8) allows a payor to
refund withholding in accordance with procedures described in Treas. Reg. §§ 1.1461-2 and 1.14642(a). Under this guidance, refunds may be processed until the Form 1042-S (without extension) is
filed. For most payors, this means that refunds may be processed until March 15 of the year
subsequent to the year in which the erroneous withholding occurred.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The IRPAC recommends that a payor be permitted to refund erroneous backup
withholding and withholding from distributions from pensions, annuities and other deferred
arrangements if the refund is made prior to the end of the calendar year OR prior to the time that
the payer issues Form 1099 to the payee.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY EFFECTED
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All payors required to file information returns of reportable payments subject to backup
withholding or withholding under I.R.C. §§ 3406 or 3405, respectively.

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS )
With regard to payors, the additional time from the end of the calendar year to the issuance
of Forms 1099 would give payors the opportunity to identify and remedy errors prior to issuing
Forms 1099 to payees. Certain transactions, such as broker proceeds or pension distributions, may
be significant in amount and would best be addressed in January prior to the issuance of the Forms
1099.
Payees would receive more accurate Form 1099 information. The additional time would
allow the payee to review year-end account statement information and contact the payor concerning
withholding discrepancies prior to issuance of Forms 1099. This change would also help alleviate
the filing burden placed on certain payees to obtain refunds of erroneous withholding resulting from
payor error. Moreover, additional time to correct erroneous withholding applicable to nonresident
alien payees incorrectly presumed to be U.S. persons would be beneficial to those who are reluctant
to apply for an ITIN and file Form 1040NR to request a refund.

BENEFIT TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Allowing payers to make refund adjustments prior to issuing Forms 1099 would reduce the
number of refund requests made to the IRS.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Authorization to: (1) Use Facsimile Signature for Forms
8868 (Application for Extension of Time to File an Exempt
Organization Return); and (2) Allow IRA Trustees to File a
Consolidated Form 8868.

ISSUE STATEMENT:

Individual Retirement Account trustees are permitted to use
facsimile signatures on Form 990-T (Exempt Organization
and Business Income Tax Return) provided certain
conditions are satisfied. Given the potentially large volume
of Forms 990-T that must be filed by Individual Retirement
Account trustees, similar relief is needed for purposes of
signing Form 8868.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

Revised Instructions for, Addition of Checkbox to, and
Expedited Processing of Forms 8868

IRPAC TEAM:

Neal Givner, Joan DeBlasi, Carol Kassem, Carmela
Lawrence, Mark Merlo, and Ernest Molinari

IRS PARTICIPANTS:

George Blaine, Robert Erickson, Ed Mikesell, and Carlene
Rollo* (*Ogden, Utah Service Center)

BACKGROUND:

Because the official IRS Instructions to Form 8868 explicitly
provide “No Blanket Requests”, Individual Retirement
Account trustees are required to submit a separate Form
8868 extension request for each IRA for which a Form 990T potentially must be filed.
This forces Individual
Retirement Account trustees to file thousands of Forms
8868 for their Individual Retirement Account customers,
notwithstanding that each discrete Form 8868 contains the
same basic information (other than the name and employer
identification number (EIN) of the Individual Retirement
Account) and needlessly burdens the IRS with having to
process each Form 8868 separately. To simplify this
process, the IRPAC requests that the IRS allow an
Individual Retirement Account trustee to file a consolidated
Form 8868 consisting of a transmittal or cover Form 8868
together with an attachment containing all relevant
information, such as the name, address and EIN of the
affected Individual Retirement Accounts, tentative tax,
balance due, etc.

SUMMARY OF
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___
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RECOMMENDATIONS:

1. Authorize use of facsimile signatures by Individual
Retirement Account trustees for Forms 8868.
2. Authorize Individual Retirement Account trustees to file
a consolidated Form 8868.

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
A FFECTED:

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS):
BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:

Segments of the financial services industry (banking,
brokerage and insurance) that act as Individual Retirement
Account trustees.
Significant reduction of manually intensive and costly
extension request procedure for filing Forms 8868.
Easier processing of multiple Form 8868 extension requests.
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DISCUSSION
1.

Individual Retirement Account trustees are permitted to use facsimile signatures on
Form 990-T, provided certain conditions are satisfied. These conditions are listed
on page fifteen of the 2001 Instructions to Form 990-T. Presumably, this special
rule was carved out for Individual Retirement Account trustees to provide relief
from having to sign (potentially) thousands of forms manually.
Similar relief is needed for purposes of signing Form 8868. However, the
Instructions to Form 8868 are silent regarding the use of facsimile signatures.
In some respects, it is more important that Individual Retirement Account trustees
be permitted to use facsimile signatures on Forms 8868 because Individual
Retirement Account trustees may be required to file more Forms 8868 than Forms
990-T. For example, when Form K-1 information necessary to prepare Form 990T is not available by April 15, an Individual Retirement Account trustee must file
Form 8868 to request an Extension of Time to file Form 990-T. At that time, an
Individual Retirement Account trustee may not know whether a particular
Individual Retirement Account is required to file Form 990-T. The Individual
Retirement Account trustee may know only that the Individual Retirement Account
may have earned unrelated business taxable income (UBTI). In this circumstance,
the Individual Retirement Account trustee would not know precisely how much
UBTI was earned. When an Individual Retirement Account trustee is in this
position, the trustee is forced to file a separate Form 8868 for each Individual
Retirement Account that has the potential of having to file Form 990-T. Once the
information is available to calculate taxable income, the number of Individual
Retirement Accounts required to file Form 990-T could be (and usually is) less than
the number of potential filers identified on April 15. For this reason, an Individual
Retirement Account trustee would have to file more Forms 8868 than the number
of Forms 990-T ultimately required to be filed. The requirement to manually sign
each Form 8868 creates an undue burden on Individual Retirement Account
trustees.

2.

Individual Retirement Account trustees must file a separate Form 8868 extension
request for each Individual Retirement Account. The Instructions to Form 8868
state explicitly: “NO BLANKET REQUESTS.” File a separate Form 8868 for
each return for which you are requesting an automatic extension to file.” This rule
forces Individual Retirement Account trustees to file thousands of Forms 8868 for
their Individual Retirement Accounts, even though each Form 8868 contains the
same basic information (other than the account name and EIN) and unnecessarily
burdens the IRS with having to process each form separately. Individual
Retirement Account trustees incur needless computer programming and printing
costs to generate separate Forms 8868.
A more workable approach all around would be to allow Individual Retirement
Account trustees to file a consolidated Form 8868 in lieu of filing a multitude of

__________________________________________________________________________________
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separate forms. Individual Retirement Account trustees should be authorized to
file one transmittal or cover Form 8868, together with an attachment containing all
the relevant pieces of information, e.g., name, address and EIN of the affected
Individual Retirement Accounts, tentative tax, balance due, etc.
Precedent exists for allowing Individual Retirement Account trustees to file on a
consolidated basis. For example, Notice 90-18, 1 describes a procedure where
Individual Retirement Account trustees are permitted to file a composite Form
990-T to claim a refund on behalf of all their Individual Retirement Accounts of tax
paid on undistributed long-term capital gain from regulated investment companies
(RICs) (i.e., Individual Retirement Accounts that receive a Form 2439). The
simplified procedure that the IRPAC is requesting with respect to multiple Form
8868 extension requests is consistent with Notice 90-18.
In other situations, the IRS requires the filing of consolidated extension requests.
For example, filers are permitted to apply for an extension of time to file
information returns for multiple payors by filing a single Form 8809 (Request for
Extension of Time to File Information Returns) and attaching a list of the affected
payors’ names and EINs. If the number of payors exceeds fifty, the IRS requires
that the information be provided on magnetic media or electronically.2

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Authorize the use of facsimile signatures by Individual Retirement Account trustees
for Forms 8868.

2.

Authorize Individual Retirement Account trustees to file a consolidated Form 8868
extension request.

To effectuate this change in procedure, Form 8868 Instructions must be revised to
state clearly that relevant information about the covered Individual Retirement Accounts,
including the name, EIN and tax period, MUST be provided on an EXCEL spreadsheet or
similar report and attached to the transmittal or cover Form 8868. Failure to provide the
full complement of supplemental Individual Retirement Account information to augment
the consolidated Form 8868 will result in denial of the consolidated extension request. In
addition, check boxes must be added to Form 8868 to facilitate identification of a
composite or consolidated Form 8868 upon initial “manual” review by a Tax Examiner at a
submission processing center; the check box mechanism will serve to remind the manual
reviewer that each Individual Retirement Account included in the consolidated Form 8868
extension request is eligible for an extended due date for filing Form 990-T.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED

1

I.R.S. Notice 90-18, 1990-1 C.B. 327.
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Segments of the financial services industry (banking, brokerage, insurance) that act
as Individual Retirement Account trustees.

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS )
Reduction in paperwork connected with administration of Individual Retirement
Accounts; cost containment.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Paperwork reduction; more efficient processing of Forms 8868 and Forms 990-T.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Authorization to Allow a Clearing Broker to Determine its
Withholding Obligations under I.R.C. § 3405 by Reference to
Representations from an Introducing Broker as to a Payee’s Form W4P (Withholding Certificate for Pension or Annuity Payments).

ISSUE STATEMENT:

Clearing Brokers should be permitted to determine their federal tax
withholding obligations under I.R.C. § 3405 by reference to an
Introducing Broker’s representation, as opposed to obtaining a Form
W-4P directly from the payee of a designated distribution. Clearing
Brokers are currently required to obtain a Form W-4P directly from
the payee of a designated distribution. This requirement interferes with
normal business practices because it disregards the agency relationship
that exists between an Introducing Broker and a payee. The IRS
recognizes this agency relationship in the context of Forms W-9 and
W-8BEN, yet not as applied to Form W-4P.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

An IRS Announcement similar in force and effect to Announcement
2001-91, that allows a payor to receive Form W-9 (electronically or
otherwise) from an investment advisor or Introducing Broker
authorized to transmit such form as the payee’s agent.

IRPAC TEAM:

Neal Givner, Carmela Lawrence, Mark Merlo, Joan DeBlasi, Ernest
Molinari, and Carol Kassem

IRS PARTICIPANTS:

Pamela Kinard

BACKGROUND:

This issue was first introduced as a Private Letter Ruling Request that
was ultimately withdrawn.
Form W-9 and I.R.C. Section 3406. In P.L.R. 200107027, the IRS
allowed an Introducing Broker to provide Form W-9 information
provided by its client to a Clearing Broker without having to produce
the hard copy of the client’s original Form W-9. This allowed the
Clearing Broker to determine its withholding obligations under I.R.C. §
3406 by reference to the Introducing Broker’s representations, rather
than having to obtain a separate Form W-9 from its clients. The IRS
reasoned that the Introducing Broker serves as the client’s agent for
purposes of furnishing the client’s taxpayer identification number and
required certifications to the Clearing Broker, the payor. Pursuant to
this reasoning, the IRS ruled that the Clearing Broker could rely on a
faxed or electronically transmitted Form W-9 received from an
Introducing Broker as if the form had been received directly from the
client. In Announcement 2001-91, the IRS issued procedures allowing
payors with electronic systems, compliant with the requirements of
Announcement 98-27, to receive a Form W-9 certification from an
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Investment Advisor or Introducing Broker authorized to transmit that
form as agent for the payee. The Form W-9 certification so received
by the payor may be either the original paper Form W-9 or an
electronic version, including a fax. A payor receiving the Form W-9
may rely on such certification as if it had been received directly from
the payee.
Form W-8BEN and I.R.C. Section 1441. Similarly, Treas. Reg. §
1441-1(e)(4)(ix)(C), included in the May 15, 2000 revisions, allows a
Clearing Broker to determine its withholding obligations under I.R.C. §
1441 by reference to a U.S. Introducing Broker’s representation as to
the certifications received from a client on Form W-8BEN. This
eliminated the need for an Introducing Broker to obtain multiple
Forms W-8BEN from clients to provide to each Clearing Broker, i.e.,
withholding agent, with whom the Introducing Broker does business.
Form W-4P and I.R.C. Section 3405. The LMSB Subgroup
recommends that the IRS extend the treatment accorded Forms W-9
and W-8BEN transmitted by an Introducing Broker to a Clearing
Broker to Form W-4P (Withholding Certificate for Pension or Annuity
Payments). Pursuant to industry practice, an Introducing Broker,
because it has a direct relationship with the client, is responsible for
obtaining a client’s withholding tax election when the client requests a
“designated distribution” from a qualified retirement plan or Individual
Retirement Account. The Introducing Broker basically acts as an
intermediary, relaying information between the client and the Clearing
Broker. The Introducing Broker should be recognized as the client’s
agent with respect the client’s Form W-4P. In turn, the Clearing Broker
should be able to determine its withholding obligations under I.R.C. §
3405 by reference to the Introducing Broker’s representation of its
client’s Form W-4P. Clearing Brokers should be able to treat the
Introducing Broker’s representation as if it had received the Form W4P directly from the client requesting the “designated distribution.”

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS:

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
AFFECTED:

Authorize a Clearing Broker to rely on the representations of an
Introducing Broker with respect to the information contained on
Form W-4P as if the Form W-4P had been received directly from the
payee of the “designated distribution” for purposes of filing
information returns and determining the Clearing Broker’s withholding
responsibilities under I.R.C. § 3405.
Financial Services Industry (Clearing Brokers and Introducing Brokers).

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYORS & PAYEES):
Simplified, less paper-driven process for Clearing Brokers to obtain
Forms W-4P when making “designated distributions”; payees will be
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ensured of enhanced customer service from Introducing Brokers who
transmit Forms W-4P to Clearing Brokers.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:
Excessive documentation will be eliminated; Forms W-4P obtained by
Introducing Brokers and transmitted to Clearing Brokers will contain
more accurate information thereby reducing potential refunds for
overwithholding of tax.
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DISCUSSION
C LEARING BROKERS SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO RELY ON REPRESENTATIONS OF INTRODUCING
BROKERS TO DETERMINE THEIR WITHHOLDING OBLIGATIONS UNDER I.R.C. SECTION 3405
Due to the business model in which Clearing Brokers operate, they must be able to
determine their withholding obligations under I.R.C. § 3405 by relying on representations from
Introducing Brokers with respect to Form W-4P, as opposed to obtaining Forms W-4P directly
from payees of designated distributions. Introducing Brokers act as agents for all aspects of their
clients’ accounts, including buying and selling securities, depositing and withdrawing funds and
securities to and from client accounts, and furnishing certain withholding tax certificates (such as
Forms W-9 and W-8BEN).
This agency relationship is an important aspect of a Clearing Broker’s business model. The
IRS currently recognizes this agency relationship for purposes of Forms W-8BEN and W-9, but not
Form W-4P. Other regulatory agencies, such as the Securities & Exchange Commission, the New
York Stock Exchange, and the National Association of Securities Dealers, also recognize the agency
relationship between an Introducing Broker and a client/investor. The IRS should acknowledge this
agency relationship in the context of Form W-4P; allow Introducing Brokers to act as agents for
purposes of Form W-4P; and permit Clearing Brokers to determine their withholding obligations
under I.R.C. § 3405 based on representations of Introducing Brokers.
C LEARING BROKER SERVICES
A common practice in the securities industry is for one firm to engage another firm to
effectuate one or more functions integral to the conduct of the stock brokerage business. Thus, a
“Clearing Broker” provides clearing and execution services for broker-dealers and other financial
institutions (known as “Introducing Brokers”). These services include record-keeping and
operational services such as settlement of securities transactions, custody of securities, cash balances,
and extension of credit on margin accounts. Such clearing arrangements are very beneficial to small
and medium size broker-dealers and other financial institutions by providing them with access to
state-of-the-art technology, professional expertise, and economies of scale.
THE CLEARING AGREEMENT
The relationship between the Clearing Broker and the Introducing Broker is evidenced by a
clearing agreement (hereinafter “Clearing Agreement”). Clearing Agreements are regulated by the
New York Stock Exchange (hereinafter “NYSE”) and must be submitted to and approved by the
NYSE (pursuant to NYSE Rule 382) prior to becoming effective. The Clearing Agreement
identifies and assigns various responsibilities between the Clearing Broker and the Introducing
Broker.
THE INTRODUCING BROKER, ITS RESPONSIBILITIES AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE PAYEE
The Introducing Broker is typically a domestic entity that is regulated as a broker-dealer by
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (hereinafter “SEC”) and the National Association of
Securities Dealers, Inc. (hereinafter “NASD”) and, possibly, other self-regulatory organizations such
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as the NYSE. The Introducing Broker maintains a direct relationship with the client/investor from
whom it receives instructions to open or close accounts, buy and sell securities, and deposit or
withdraw money or securities to or from an account. In addition, the Introducing Broker is
responsible for obtaining the client/investor’s necessary account documentation and for knowing the
client/investor’s financial resources and objectives.
Pursuant to the Clearing Agreement and general securities industry practice, the Introducing
Broker is the client/investor’s agent. The relationship between the Introducing Broker and the
client/investor is respected under local agency law, the NYSE, NASD, the SEC, and the IRS, for
purposes of furnishing Forms W-8BEN and W-9 (discussed below).
THE C LEARING BROKER, ITS RESPONSIBILITIES, AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE PAYEE
The Clearing Broker is responsible for receipt, delivery and safeguarding of each of the
Introducing Broker’s client/investor’s funds and securities and will credit a client/ investor’s account
with interest, dividends and gross sales proceeds. The Clearing Broker is responsible for following
an Introducing Broker’s instructions and will execute transactions and release or deposit money or
securities to or for accounts only upon an Introducing Broker’s instructions.
Although client/investor accounts are maintained on the books of the Clearing Broker1, the
Clearing Broker does not have a direct business relationship with the client/investor, rather, the
relationship with the client/investor is established and maintained by the Introducing Broker.
Client/investors typically contact the Introducing Brokers directly for all matters regarding their
brokerage account. In practical effect, the Clearing Broker relies upon the Introducing Broker’s
representation as to all information concerning a particular client/investor.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR OBTAINING FORM W-4P FROM A PAYEE OF A DESIGNATED DISTRIBUTION
Payors of designated distributions are required to withhold federal tax. Unless the payee
elects otherwise, the payor must withhold ten percent federal tax from non-periodic distributions tax
as if the payee were a married individual claiming three withholding exemptions; the payee must treat
a periodic distribution as if it were wages. Alternatively, payees may choose to have no income tax
withheld. Payees use Form W-4P to direct payors regarding the correct amount of federal income
tax to withhold from designated distributions.
Since Clearing Brokers carry Introducing Broker client accounts on their books, designated
distributions are paid directly by the Clearing Brokers to the clients. Because the Clearing Broker is
the party making the payment to the client, it is the payor (as defined in I.R.C. § 3405) that is
currently responsible for obtaining Form W-4P directly from the payee.
Requiring a Clearing Broker to obtain a Form W-4P directly from the client interferes with
normal business practice because it disregards the agency relationship between the Introducing
Broker and the client. Although Introducing Brokers are respected as agents for all aspects of their
clients’ accounts, current federal tax law still requires that the Clearing Broker obtain Form W-4P
directly from the client. This current policy is inconsistent with IRS’ guidelines as applied to other
The Clearing Broker may offer clearing services on a “fully disclosed” basis, meaning that an Introducing Broker
contracts with the Clearing Broker to maintain or “carry” the individual client/investor accounts. The Introducing
Broker discloses the identity of each client/investor to the Clearing Broker.
1
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withholding certificates, i.e., Forms W-8BEN and W-9, and the position of other regulators, e.g.,
NASD, SEC, and NYSE.
LEGAL PRECEDENTS AUTHORIZING A C LEARING BROKER TO DETERMINE ITS WITHHOLDING
OBLIGATIONS UNDER I.R.C. SECTION 3405 BY RELYING ON REPRESENTATIONS FROM AN
INTRODUCING BROKER.
Precedent exists for allowing a Clearing Broker to determine its withholding obligations by
relying on an Introducing Broker’s representation as to the status of a withholding certificate. The
practice of relying on an Introducing Broker’s representation as to the status of a client’s Form W8BEN or W-9 is common and is permitted by regulation and other guidance issued by the IRS.
Form W-8BEN – I.R.C. Section 1441 On May 15, 2000 the IRS issued revisions to I.R.C. §
1441 U.S. nonresident alien withholding tax regulations. 2 Treasury Regulation § 1.1441-1(e)(4)(ix)(C)
describes a special rule for brokers whereby a withholding agent may rely on the certification of a
broker that the broker holds a valid beneficial owner withholding certificate (Form W-8BEN). This
regulation is clarified with an illustrative example of a U.S. securities clearing organization providing
clearing services for an Introducing Broker. The example indicates that the clearing organization may
use the representations and beneficial owner information provided by the Introducing Broker to
determine the proper amount of withholding (if any) due from beneficial owners and to file Forms
1042-S. Furthermore, the Introducing Broker, i.e., the party with the direct business relationship with
the beneficial owner, is responsible for determining the validity of the withholding certificates or
other appropriate documentation. The preamble to T.D. 8881 indicates that this rule was intended
to prevent an Introducing Broker from having to obtain multiple Forms W-8BEN from its
beneficial owner clients so that it could provide a separate form to each Clearing Broker with whom
it does business. To eliminate this unnecessary paperwork and to be consistent with the business
model in which Clearing Brokers operate, the IRS authorized the Clearing Broker to rely on
beneficial owner information transmitted by the Introducing Broker, rather than from the beneficial
owner itself.
Form W-9 – I.R.C. Section 3406 In P.L.R. 200107027, the IRS extended the inherent
rationale and approved having an Introducing Broker provide Form W-9 information from its
client/investor to a Clearing Broker absent the need to produce a hard copy of the client/investor’s
original Form W-9. The IRS reasoned that the Introducing Broker acts as the client/investor’s agent
for purposes of furnishing the client/investor’s taxpayer identification number and required
certifications to the Clearing Broker, who is the payor. Pursuant to its consistent agency analysis, the
IRS ruled that the Clearing Broker may rely on a Form W-9 that is faxed or transmitted electronically
from an Introducing Broker as if the form had been received directly from the client/investor.
A further expansion of this rationale, Announcement 2001-91 articulated procedures
designed to allow a payor with an electronic system compliant with the requirements of
Announcement 98-27 to receive Form W-9 certification from an Investment Advisor or Introducing
Broker authorized to transmit that form as agent for the payee. The Form W-9 certification so
received by the payor may be either the original paper Form W-9 or an electronic version, including
a fax. A payor receiving the Form W-9 may rely on such certification as if it had been received
directly from the payee.
2

T.D. 8881.
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Form W-4P – IRC Section 3405 The rationale espoused by the IRS to facilitate the flow of
original documentation from beneficial owners and client/investors to Clearing Brokers has evolved
to the point where its application is consistent in varied contexts. As the precedents cited above
indicate, the IRS has adopted a uniform and pragmatic approach to address the vagaries of the
documentation process that serves to enhance the effectiveness of the U.S. withholding tax regime
overall. By eliminating an unnecessary level of administration, i.e., the duplicative requirement of
providing an original tax form to the Clearing Broker, the system becomes more workable. The
next frontier for the IRS to cross is I.R.C. § 3405 and the use of Form W-4P. Although, admittedly,
the statutory context is dissimilar from that of backup withholding and nonresident alien
withholding, the overriding principle to abet simplification of the documentation process remains a
constant. Announcement 99-6,3 wherein the IRS authorized payers to establish a system for
electronically receiving Forms W-4P, seems to presage extension of the agency rationale to the usage
of Forms W-4P.

RECOMMENDATION
The IRPAC recommends that the IRS extend the agency rationale adopted in Treas. Reg. §
1.1441-1(e)(4)(ix)(C), P.L.R. 200107027, and Announcement 2001-91 to the realm of Forms W-4P.
Such an approach would allow an Introducing Broker to provide a Clearing Broker with Form W4P information, or the actual Form W-4P, by fax or electronically, and would enable the Clearing
Broker to rely on the information, or fax or electronic transmission of Form W-4P, as if the
information or form had been received directly by the payee of the designated distribution.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED
Segments of the financial services industry (Banking, Brokerage, Insurance) that act as
Individual Retirement Account trustees.

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS )
Less paperwork connected with administration of Individual Retirement Accounts; potential
for enhanced customer service from Introducing Brokers and more accurate Form W-4P
information being provided to Clearing Brokers; cost containment.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Paperwork reduction; fewer requests for refund of over withholding on designated
distributions, facilitation of electronic commerce and tax administration.

3

99-1 C.B. 352.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Whether Dispositions of Single Stock Futures Should Be Subject
to Gross Proceeds Reporting on Form 1099-B?

ISSUE STATEMENT:

Enactment of the Commodity Futures Modernization Act in
December 2000 repealed the Shad Johnson Accord, thereby
effecting a change in the U.S. regulatory environment and
allowing U.S. investors to trade futures on individual stocks
(hereinafter “single stock futures”) and narrow-based stock
indexes (hereinafter collectively, “securities futures contracts”)
for the first time on U.S. regulated exchanges. A single stock
futures contract is an agreement to buy or sell shares of
individual companies at some time in the future at an agreed
upon price. Single stock futures require a reduced capital outlay
up-front compared to trading on the traditional cash market in
which the investor is required only to post margin. Single stock
futures are expected to make equity trading available to a wider
audience of investors, thus delivering greater efficiencies and
liquidity to the underlying market.
The Community Renewal Tax Relief Act of 2000, passed the
same day as the Commodity Futures Modernization Act,
provided new rules regarding the tax treatment of securities
futures contracts. The overall legislative intent was to provide
rules for securities futures contracts that are similar in effect to
those applicable to exchange-traded equity options as regards
the purchase or sale of stock. The tax treatment of securities
futures contracts was an area in which it was deemed vital that a
level playing field between products be created. The principal
goal of the tax provisions was to achieve parity as between the
taxation of equity options and securities futures contracts.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

An Announcement or Notice from the IRS advising whether
single stock futures should be subject to Form 1099-B reporting.
If the IRS takes the position that single stock futures should be
subject to Form 1099-B reporting, the IRPAC recommends that
the IRS formally delay the onset of reporting for the initial
year(s) that the product is traded.

IRPAC TEAM:

Neal Givner, Joan DeBlasi, Carol Kassem, Carmela Lawrence,
Mark Merlo, and Ernest Molinari

IRS/TREASURY
PARTICIPANTS:

George Blaine, Curt Wilson, Dale Collinson, and Mike Novey
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BACKGROUND:

This is a new issue raised by the 2002 IRPAC to coincide with
the product going live in the fourth quarter of 2002.
With an announced launch date of October 25, OneChicago
LLC became the first U.S.-based exchange to designate a start
date for single stock futures trading. OneChicago LLC is a joint
venture among the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the Chicago
Board of Options Exchange Inc. and the Chicago Board of
Trade. It will offer futures contracts on eighty-five single stocks
and fifteen narrow-based indexes.
On November 8, single stock futures trading will begin for users
of the Nasdaq Liffe Markets Exchange (hereinafter “NQLX”).
NQLX is a joint venture between the Nasdaq Stock Market Inc.
and LIFFE, the London International Financial Futures and
Options Exchange. It will initially list securities futures on both
exchange-traded funds and the largest U.S. companies.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS:

The IRPAC recommends that single stock futures not be subject
to Form 1099-B reporting. If the IRS concludes that single
stock futures should be subject to Form 1099-B reporting,
IRPAC recommends that the IRS formally delay the onset of
reporting for the initial year(s) that the product is traded.

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
A FFECTED:
The securities industry.
BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS):
Formal guidance by the IRS will facilitate a consistent industry
approach with respect to whether or not to report.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:
Consistent industry approach as regards whether or not to
report.
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DISCUSSION1
WHAT ARE SINGLE STOCK FUTURES?2
Single stock futures are exchange-traded contracts based on an underlying stock.
They are similar to existing futures contracts for gold, crude oil, bonds, and stock indexes.
In this way, they are considered to be derivatives. Like any futures contract, their value is
derived from another instrument. The price movement of the single stock future is based on
the underlying stock to which it is tied. As the stock price goes up and down, so too does
the stock future.
A single stock futures contract is a standardized agreement between two parties to
buy or sell 100 shares of a particular stock in the future at a price determined today. In
legal terms, one party commits to buy a stock and the other party to sell a stock at a given
price on a specified date. The contract is completed at expiration with physical delivery
(the futures convert into the shares of stock at expiration) or by cash settlement, or, in
most cases, by offset prior to the expiration date. Most investors do not hold futures
contracts until expiration or actually make delivery but rather more typically offset the
position before that time and realize a gain or loss on the trade.
Futures contracts are bought and sold on federally regulated exchanges. Single
stock futures, which are a unique hybrid instrument borrowing features from both stocks
and futures, are subject to regulation by both the Securities and Exchange Commission and
the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
Single stock futures contracts are written for a number of future delivery months,
with expirations available for the first five calendar quarters (expiring in March, June,
September and December) and in the first two non-quarter calendar months. For example,
on July 1, single stock futures would be offered that expire in July, August, September, and
December of the current year, and in March, June and September of the next year. By
taking a position in a single stock futures contract, an investor can lock in a price today at
which to buy or sell stocks as much as fifteen months from now. The minimum price
movement, or “tick” size, of single stock futures is one cent per share, or one dollar per
contract.
The mechanics of trading single stock futures are fairly straightforward. When an
investor believes that the price of a particular stock will go up, the investor buys or “goes
long” a single stock futures contract. If an investor thinks the price is headed down, the
investor sells or “goes short” the futures contract. (In futures trading, an investor does not
need to wait for an up-tick as is required when shorting stocks, which makes going short as
easy as going long.)
1

This is not intended to be an exhaustive explanation of the nuances of single stock futures but rather is
meant to facilitate exposition of the relevant information reporting issues.
2
The description above highlighting some of the integral features of single stock futures is based on a set
of materials entitled “The Basics of Single Stock Futures” issued by NASDAQ LIFFE Markets LLC.
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For example, consider the case of an investor who bought an April futures contract
on 100 shares of JKL at a price of fifty dollars during the first week of February. This
obligates the investor to buy JKL at fifty dollars when the future expires on the third Friday
of April unless the investor sells the futures contract beforehand. In other words, the
investor can terminate his agreement to buy JKL by selling the April futures contract at any
time before the contract ceases trading. If JKL’s share price at the time is greater than fifty
dollars, the investor will make a profit of $100 for each dollar it is higher, and will lose
$100 for each dollar it is lower.
The procedure for selling is just the opposite. The investor can offset the
obligation at any time on a short contract by buying it back before the investor must
deliver JKL shares. If JKL’s price at the time is less than fifty dollars, the investor will
make a profit of $100 for each dollar that it is lower, and the investor will lose $100 for
each dollar that it is higher.
Simply put, if an investor sells a futures contract at a price higher than that at
which he purchased it, the investor will make a profit. If the investor sells the futures
contract for less than that what he paid to purchase it, the investor will incur a loss. It does
not matter whether the investor first went long or short. The formula is the same:
(Price Sold minus Price Paid) x 100 Shares x Number of Contracts = Profit or Loss
For example, if an investor went long (i.e., bought) five contracts of RST futures at fifty
dollars and sold them one month later at fifty-five dollars, the investor’s profit (excluding
broker commissions) will be:
($55 - $50) x 100 shares x 5 = $2,500
If, however, the investor went short five contracts of RST at forty-eight dollars and bought
them back at fifty-seven dollars, the investor’s loss (excluding broker commissions) will be:
($48 - $57) x 100 shares x 5 = ($4,500)
In futures trading, whether an investor takes a long or a short position, the investor
will be asked to post a sum of money with the broker known as “initial margin,” which is a
good faith deposit that provides assurance that the investor stands ready, willing, and able
to make or take delivery of the underlying shares of stock at delivery time. If the market
does not move in the investor’s favor, the investor must post additional margin to ensure
that the investor’s promise of performance under the contract is still intact. The minimum
initial margin level is set by government regulation but brokerage firms may require more
than the minimum according to their own risk analysis or to provide more cushion before
an investor’s margin call is triggered.
Posting margin is not done for the purpose of making a down payment for or
receiving payment for the underlying stock. In the world of futures trading, if an investor
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has a long position, the investor has not bought anything yet; and if the investor has a short
position, the investor has not sold anything yet.
“Going short,” means that an investor takes a selling position on the underlying
asset because the investor believes the value of that asset will decline and wants to profit
from the decline. With stocks, a short seller who is betting on such a price decline needs to
locate a supply of stock to borrow, borrow the shares, sell them, pay a high short-term
interest rate called broker loan on the borrowing, and pay the dividend on the stock back
to its owner. This can be a time-consuming and expensive process. When going short,
single stock futures, arguably, have an advantage. In futures, an investor can bet on a price
decline by selling the future. There are no special rules that prevent an investor from
selling on a downtick, there are no stock borrowing procedures or situations where shares
are difficult or unavailable to borrow, and there are no special, higher interest rates
involved.
THE COMMODITY FUTURES MODERNIZATION ACT
The trading of futures on individual stocks and narrow-based stock indexes had
been prohibited in the United States since 1982. The regulatory climate changed on
December 21, 2000 with enactment of the Commodity Futures Modernization Act
(hereinafter “CFMA”), that amended the U.S. securities and commodities laws to permit
trading in futures contracts on single stocks and narrow-based stock indexes (hereinafter
“securities futures contracts”). On the same day, the Community Renewal Tax Relief Act
of 2000 (hereinafter the “Tax Relief Act”) became law, providing new rules regarding the
tax treatment of securities futures contracts.
The CFMA defines a security future as “a contract of sale for future delivery of a
single security or a narrow-based security index, including any interest therein or based on
the value thereof” (other than exempted securities such as U.S. government securities).
Securities futures contracts must be traded on a securities or commodities exchange
and can be settled in one of three ways:
1. By purchase or delivery of the underlying stock;
2. By payment of cash based on the value of the underlying securities at maturity;
or
3. As is the case with other futures contracts, by entering into a securities futures
contract on the same securities or index and with the same maturity that offsets
the securities futures contract held by the taxpayer.
The legislative intent was to provide rules for securities futures contracts that are
similar in effect to those applicable to exchange-traded equity options to buy or sell stock.
The tax treatment of securities futures contracts was one of the many areas in which it was
considered vital that a level playing field be created. The principal goal of the tax
provisions was to achieve parity between the taxation of equity options and securities
futures contracts.
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INFORMATION REPORTING ON GROSS PROCEEDS
Under I.R.C. § 6045(a), a broker is generally required to file an information return
on Form 1099-B with respect to each sale effected by the broker on behalf of a customer in
the ordinary course of a trade or business in which the broker stands ready to effect sales to
be made by others3. A reportable sale includes a disposition for cash of: (1) securities; (2)
commodities; (3) regulated futures contracts; and (4) forward contracts4, and includes
redemptions of stock, retirements of indebtedness, and entering into short sales. In the
case of a regulated futures contract or a forward contract, a sale includes a closing
transaction5.
For purposes of reporting the gross proceeds from a sale of a security on Form
1099-B, the term “security” includes the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A share of stock in a domestic or a foreign corporation;
An interest in a trust;
An interest in a partnership;
A debt obligation;
An interest in or a right to purchase any of the foregoing in connection with its
issuance from the issuer or its agent or an underwriter; or
6. An interest in a stock or a debt obligation (but not including options or
executory contracts that require delivery of such types of securities6).
O PTIONS ON SECURITIES
Interests in a stock or a debt obligation (but not including options (emphasis added)
or executory contracts that require delivery of such types of securities) fall within the
definition of the term “security” for purposes of gross proceeds reporting. 7 As is manifest
from the exclusionary language in the parenthetical delimitation, however, neither put nor
call options on stocks or debt obligations are deemed to be “securities” for this purpose.
Thus, sales of such options are not reportable by a broker under I.R.C. § 6045.
Furthermore, since rights or warrants issued by a corporation with respect to its stock are
treated as options for tax purposes, sales of rights or warrants are also not reportable.
Other options, such as cash settlement options on stock indexes and options on futures,
are not treated as “securities” for purposes of gross proceeds reporting because they do not
constitute an interest in a stock or a debt obligation.
GROSS PROCEEDS REPORTING ON FORM 1099-B FOR SINGLE STOCK FUTURES

3

Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(2).
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(9).
5
Id.
6
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(3).
7
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(3)(vi).
4
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In the case of single stock futures, a “sale” could potentially be defined in practical
terms as: (1) the physical delivery of shares of stock upon settlement date; (2) cash
settlement of the single stock futures contract upon settlement date; (3) entering into an
offsetting single stock futures contract while the original contract is still held in the
investor’s futures account (i.e., offset); or (4) disposition of the single stock futures
contract prior to settlement date for cash.
When there is a settlement of the single stock futures contract resulting in the
physical delivery of shares of stock, no Form 1099-B reporting should be required until
there is ultimately a sale of the stock since the rule of carryover of basis applies. For
middlemen who provide capital gain/loss calculations, the challenge in this situation will
be to capture the original trade date and price information from the investor’s futures
account, adjusted for intervening corporate actions, and then transferring the relevant cost
basis to the shares.
To respect the congressional intent of achieving tax conformity between listed
equity options and securities futures contracts, the IRPAC recommends that settlements
via delivery of the underlying property (i.e., the securities) should not be reportable on
Form 1099-B.
APPLICATION OF SECTION 1256 TO SECURITIES FUTURES CONTRACTS
Internal Revenue Code § 1256 generally provides that “any Section 1256 contract”
held by a taxpayer at the close of a taxable year is treated as sold for its fair market value
(the “mark-to-market” rule) and that any gain or loss with respect to a Section 1256
contract is treated as sixty percent long-term capital gain or loss and forty percent shortterm capital gain or loss (the “60-40 rule”). These rules apply to Section 1256 contracts
that are terminated during the year, whether by cash settlement or by making or taking
delivery of the underlying property, including securities.
The term “Section 1256 contract” includes any option on a broad-based equity
index and any “equity option” purchased or granted by a dealer in such options as part of
the normal course of the dealer’s business, provided in each case that the option is listed
on a regulated securities exchange, regulated commodities exchange or other exchange or
market designated by the Secretary of the Treasury. For this purpose, an options dealer is
defined as a market maker or specialist in listed options. In the case of exchange-listed
equity options, therefore, an option on a broad-based equity index is a Section 1256
contract for all taxpayers, while other equity options constitute Section 1256 contracts only
for market makers or specialists therein. In the hands of other taxpayers, equity options on
single stocks or narrow-based equity indexes are subject to the otherwise applicable rules
of the Code.
The term “Section 1256 contract” also includes any “regulated futures contract.”
The term “regulated futures contract” is defined in part as a contract listed on an
appropriate exchange “with respect to which the amount required to be deposited and the
amount which may be withdrawn depends on a system of marking to market.” This
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language refers to the long-established margin rules for futures contracts, under which a
taxpayer entering into a futures contract to buy or sell a commodity is required to post
“initial margin” and then, on a daily basis, must either post additional “variation margin” if
the contract loses value or is entitled to withdraw such variation margin if the contract
increases in value. Futures contracts on broad-based equity indexes, which are subject to
these margin rules like all other exchange-listed futures contracts, constitute Section 1256
contracts for all taxpayers8.
INFORMATION REPORTING FOR REGULATED FUTURES CONTRACTS ON FORM 1099-B
Regulated futures contracts are subject to annual information reporting rules based
on the aggregate profit or loss realized on all regulated futures contracts closed during the
year and the aggregate unrealized profit or loss in all open contracts at the beginning and
end of the reporting year. 9 The aggregate unrealized profit or loss on an open regulated
futures contract is required to be reported only at the beginning and at the end of the
relevant reporting year. The reporting rules do not require a broker to mark-to-market
regulated futures contracts on a daily basis.
The reporting rules generally follow the taxation rules for regulated futures
contracts held as capital assets. Under Section 1256, a taxpayer is required to report on his
tax return the aggregate profit or loss realized on regulated futures contracts during his
taxable year, and to mark-to-market all open regulated futures contracts at the end of his
taxable year and report the unrealized profit or loss. Generally, gains and losses on
regulated futures contracts held as capital assets are taxed at sixty percent long-term, forty
percent short-term capital gains and losses, regardless of the holding period on the position.
A broker is required to report the net profit or loss realized in effecting a closing
transaction, whether by entering into an offsetting contract or by making or taking delivery
of the underlying property pursuant to the regulated futures contract. In the case of a cash
settlement regulated futures contract, such as a regulated futures contract on a broad-based
stock index, no other reporting is necessary. However, in the case of a regulated futures
contract settled by the customer delivering a commodity or a security, the delivery of the
commodity or security is a separately reportable sale.10 In other words, when a closing
transaction in a regulated futures contract involves making or taking delivery of property
(other than money), the profit or loss on the regulated futures contract is a reportable sale
and if delivery is made, the delivery is reportable as a separate sale.11
THE TAX RELIEF ACT AMENDMENTS

8

I wish to thank Erika W. Nijenhuis, partner with Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, for the use of her
published article entitled “New Tax Rules for Securities Futures Contracts Enacted,” 14 Journal of Taxation
of Financial Institutions,” May/June 2001.
9
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(c)(5).
10
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(c)(5).
11
Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(9).
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It was generally assumed that, absent legislation, the tax treatment of securities
futures contracts, including information reporting on Form 1099-B, would follow the rules
described above for regulated futures contracts. However, the amendments to Section
1256 made by the Tax Relief Act explicitly reject the paradigm provided by the regulated
futures contract rules (namely, that Section 1256 applies to all taxpayers) and adopt instead
the paradigm provided by the securities futures contract rules (namely, that Section 1256
applies to dealers in securities futures contracts). This result flows directly from the
amended definition of “Section 1256 contract” to include any “dealer securities futures
contract” (which is defined for this purpose to include options on such contracts), and to
exclude any securities futures contract or option thereon which is not a “dealer securities
futures contract.”
Given the exclusion of non-dealer securities futures contracts from the scope of
Section 1256 treatment, specifically, the mark-to-market rules, there seems to be no
compelling reason to require Form 1099-B reporting with respect to single stock futures.
Since non-dealer holders of single stock futures, i.e., individuals, will themselves not be
required to mark-to-market their securities futures contracts for purposes of calculating
their aggregate profit or loss for the year, there does not seem to be a special need for
brokers to report sales of single stock futures to their customers on Form 1099-B. The
non-reportability feature applicable to options should prevail here as well.
SUBSTANTIVE TAX ISSUES REGARDING THE TREATMENT OF SINGLE STOCK FUTURES ARE
AS Y ET UNRESOLVED
In Revenue Procedure 2002-11, the IRS announced that it would review letter
ruling applications on a case-by-case basis to determine “dealer” status; if an exchange is
one on which securities futures contracts are, or are expected to be traded, the exchange
may request a letter ruling that persons trading the contracts on the exchange are “dealers”
under Section 1256(g)(9) of the Internal Revenue Code. In the absence of certainty about
who is a “dealer” of single stock futures, the industry is hamstrung logistically as to which
reporting system to use to capture information regarding dispositions of single stock
futures. Specifically, should the same system that houses mark-to-market information for
Section 1256 regulated futures contracts be used, or the system that monitors sales of
securities? Further what amount is potentially reportable on Form 1099-B? Is it the profit
or loss realized on the single stock futures contract? In point of fact, losses are not
susceptible to reporting on Form 1099-B. During this interim period, when the issue of
“dealer” status is still evolving, and the resolution of practical issues impacting on potential
Form 1099-B reporting for the product is still pending, it is important for the IRS and
Treasury to provide certainty for taxpayers while at the same time not constraining the
development of trading structures for new markets. In addition, there are outstanding
substantive tax issues inherent in the treatment of single stock futures that still need to be
addressed.
Consistent with the legislative intent to achieve tax parity between options and
securities futures contracts, the IRPAC recommends that dispositions of single stock
futures ultimately not be subject to Form 1099-B reporting.
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The IRPAC is cognizant, however, that while tax rules for these products are still
being resolved, the IRS might deem it premature to exclude definitively single stock futures
from Form 1099-B reporting. While appreciating the IRS’ position, the industry perceives
a pronounced need for certainty in this gap period. At a minimum, the IRPAC
recommends that the IRS issue interim guidance announcing that single stock futures will
not be subject to Form 1099-B reporting for the initial calendar year(s) in which they are
traded, i.e., a moratorium on information reporting. As a case in point, if a single stock
futures contract was opened in 2002, and “dealer” status was not established until
sometime in 2003, the IRPAC recommends that the Form 1099-B reporting requirement
not be activated for calendar year 2002 upon inception of the contract but rather that it be
delayed until 2003 upon closing of the contract. If the IRS ultimately decides that single
stock futures should be subject to Form 1099-B reporting, 12 the financial services industry
will have had more time to grapple with the typical issues – allocation of resources,
juggling of priorities, lead time to program– that attend all information reporting
innovations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The IRPAC recommends that transactions involving single stock futures not be
subject to Form 1099-B reporting in the same way that options are not subject to
Form 1099-B reporting.
2. The IRPAC recommends that the IRS issue a Notice or Announcement advising
whether or not transactions involving single stock futures should be subject to
Form 1099-B reporting.
3. The IRPAC recommends that if the IRS concludes that transactions involving
single stock futures should be subject to Form 1099-B reporting, the IRS grant a
moratorium on reporting for the initial year(s) that the product goes live.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED
The Securities Industry

12

The term “sale” is defined in Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(a)(9) to include entering into a short sale. Consistent
with industry practice, the gross proceeds on a short sale are reportable on the date the security is sold
short rather than on the date the short position is covered. For purposes of information reporting, a short
sale is treated as occurring on the date the short sale is entered on the books of the broker (namely, the
trade date). Treas. Reg. § 1.6045-1(d)(4)(ii). In the case of an investor “going short” (i.e., selling) a single
stock future, the IRS might apply the same rationale to require Form 1099-B reporting with respect to the
transaction as of sale date.
Where there is a sale or closing transaction in an investor’s futures account of a non-section 1256 contract,
gross proceeds reporting is required on Form 1099-B. Therefore, the IRS may require Form 1099-B reporting
for cash settlements of single stock futures or dispositions prior to settlement via offset.
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BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS )
Formal guidance by the IRS will abet a consistent industry approach to report or
not to report; absence of guidance can handicap introduction of new financial products

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
Consistent approach by the industry whether to report or not to report; continued
development and introduction of new financial products into the market.
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INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TAX-EXEMPT/GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
SUBGROUP REPORT

PAMELA EVERHART
LINDA M. LAMPKIN
BARBARA SEYMON-HIRSCH, SUBGROUP CHAIR

NOVEMBER 8, 2002

INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
A DVISORY COMMITTEE
TAX EXEMPT & GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
SUBGROUP REPORT
During 2002, the TE/GE Subgroup worked with IRS representatives from the TaxExempt/Government Entities Operating Division on a number of information reporting
issues, including improvements to pension reporting, increasing taxpayer awareness
regarding pension tax law changes, and the elimination of barriers to electronic filing of
returns. The projects included in this section were completed by the TE/GE Subgroup
this year:
§

Paper (Seymon-Hirsch & Everhart) – Tax Reporting Requirements for Required
Minimum Distributions

§

Paper (Lampkin) - Establishing Electronic Filing of the Form 990 Series as a
Priority Because of its Far Reaching Impact on all Taxpayers

§

Article (Seymon-Hirsch & Everhart) – Improve Flow of Information Provided
by the IRS to Individuals Regarding Retirement Arrangements. The article, a copy
of which is attached herein, was published in the 2002 Fall Edition of the SSA/IRS
Reporter to educate employers of recent changes in the federal tax law necessitating
updates to SEP, SARSEP, SIMPLE IRA, and Keogh Plan documents. The Article
is also available on the SSA Web site. Thomas D. Terry, Senior Technical Advisor,
and Roger Kuehnle, Tax Law Specialist, Guidance & Quality Review, TaxExempt/Government Entities, in addition to other representatives from the IRS,
were instrumental in the publication of this Article.
In addition, the TE/GE Subgroup submitted written recommendations to the Tax-

Exempt/Government Entities Operating Division suggesting that guidance be issued to
modify the method for calculating the net income attributable to Individual Retirement
Account contributions which are distributed as a returned excess contribution under I.R.C.
§ 408(d)(4) or recharacterized under I.R.C. § 401A(d)(6) to ensure that Individual
Retirement Account trustees need only perform one calculation to determine net income
__________________________________________________________________________________
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(or loss) attributable to returned excess contributions involving multiple regular
contributions or recharacterizations to an Individual Retirement Account, with a delayed
effective date requested. The subgroup’s comments also outlined the IRPAC’s support,
with a few exceptions, for the changes proposed by the IRS in Notice 2000-39. The
IRPAC also recommended that the method outlined in Notice 2000-39 replace the current
method of calculation under Treas. Reg. § 1.408-4(c)(2).
On July 22, 2002, the IRS released proposed regulations that provide new rules for
calculating net income (or loss) attributable to returned or recharacterized Individual
Retirement Account contributions, incorporating the IRPAC’s recommendations, including
a delayed effective date for implementation.
The new rules will apply for all contributions made on or after January 1, 2004.
Thomas D. Terry, Senior Technical Advisor, Tax-Exempt/Government Entities, Roger
Kuehnle, Tax Law Specialist, Guidance & Quality Review, and Cathy Vohs, Attorney,
Associate Chief Counsel Tax-Exempt/Government Entities, in addition to other
representatives of the IRS, were instrumental in drafting this guidance and working with
the IRPAC on this issue.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Clarify Reporting Requirements Applicable to Minimum
Required Distributions

ISSUE STATEMENT:

To recommend that additional guidance be issued to clarify
IRS Notice 2002-27, to prevent confusion on the part of
owners of Individual Retirement Arrangements under I.R.C.
§ 408 (“IRAs”) with respect to payments from their IRAs, as
well as to eliminate unnecessary and duplicative reporting
requirements, in connection with the minimum distribution
requirements of I.R.C. § 401(a)(9).

REMEDY SOUGHT:

Notice and Modifications to IRS Publications, Forms and
Instructions.

IRPAC TEAM:

Barbara N. Seymon-Hirsch,
Lampkin, and Michael O’Neill

IRS PARTICIPANTS :

Thomas D. Terry, Senior Technical Advisor, TE/GE Roger
Kuehnle, Tax Law Specialist, TE/GE, and Marjorie
Hoffman, Senior Technician Reviewer, Associate Chief
Counsel, TE/GE.

BACKGROUND:

On April 17, 2002, in conjunction with the release of final,
proposed, and temporary regulations under I.R.C. § 401(a)(9)
regarding minimum required distributions (hereinafter
“MRDs”) from certain retirement arrangements (hereinafter
the “MRD Regulations”), the Treasury Department and the
IRS released an advance copy of Notice 2002-27,1 (hereinafter
the “Notice”) imposing reporting requirements in connection
with MRDs from Individual Retirement Accounts
(hereinafter “IRAs”).

Pamela

Everhart,

Linda

The MRD Regulations generally require the trustee,
custodian, or issuer of an IRA (referred to collectively herein
as the IRA “issuer”) to “report information with respect to
the minimum amount required to be distributed from the
IRA for each calendar year to individuals or entities, at the
time, and in the manner, prescribed by the Commissioner in
revenue rulings, notices, and other guidance published in the
Internal Revenue Bulletin ... as well as the applicable Federal
tax forms and accompanying instructions.”2 Notice 2002-27
1

2002-18, I.R.B. 814.
Treas. Reg. § 1.408-8, Q&A-10.
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imposes two separate reporting requirements on IRA issuers,
in addition to providing guidance on the new reporting
requirements. Notice 2002-27 states that this new reporting
requirement is intended to assist taxpayers in complying with
the minimum distribution requirements.
Summary of
Recommendations:

The Service should issue guidance, and revise forms,
instructions and publications as necessary, as follows:

Actuarial Value Requirement: Clarify the manner in which the Actuarial Value
Requirement affects the determination of MRDs from a deferred annuity.
MRD IRA Annuity: Clarify that, because distributions from an MRD IRA Annuity
are made automatically to the IRA owner, and necessarily satisfy I.R.C. § 401(a)(9)
and the regulations thereunder, the Notice’s IRA Owner Statement Requirement,
under which the IRA issuer must provide the IRA owner with a statement
containing certain information, would not apply in the case of an MRD IRA
Annuity.
Similarly clarify that, because MRDs are distributed automatically from an MRD IRA
Annuity, the IRS Reporting Requirement, under which the IRA issuer is required to
indicate on Form 5498 that a minimum distribution is required from an IRA, would
not apply in the case of an MRD IRA Annuity.
Automatic MRD Distribution Options: Clarify that, for reasons similar to those
described above in connection with MRD IRA Annuities, the IRA Owner Reporting
Requirement of the Notice would not apply with respect to any IRA during a period
in which an automatic MRD distribution option is in effect.
Form 5498 Modifications: Modify Form 5498 in connection with the IRS
Reporting Requirement. Revise Form 5498 related instructions to clarify the
circumstances under which an IRA issuer is required to report that a taxpayer is
required to take an MRD.
Electronic Filing for IRA Statement: Clarify that an issuer may satisfy the IRA
Statement Requirement by providing the IRA Owner with the Statement via
electronic means.
Increase Taxpayer Education and Awareness of MRD Requirements and
Compliance: Expand the discussions of the IRA Owner Statement Requirement
and the IRS Reporting Requirement in connection with MRDs in IRS Publication
590 and other related IRS publications and forms instructions.
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Clarify the Manner in Which the Two Alternatives described in Notice 200227 Apply In Connection With the IRA Owner Statement Requirements:
Confirm that an issuer is permitted to use, without limitation, either one of the two
alternatives described in the Notice in meeting the IRA Owner Statement
requirement.
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TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
A FFECTED:
BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES AND PAYORS):

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:

All IRA Issuers, Owners and Beneficiaries
To alleviate unnecessary confusion to IRA owners in
connection with MRDs and the MRD reporting requirements
applicable to issuers of IRAs. To assist IRA issuers in
complying with the MRD reporting requirements applicable
to IRAs and to lessen associated costs and administrative
burdens/paperwork.
To eliminate or lessen inaccurate, unnecessary and duplicative
reporting requirements that would not assist the Service in
monitoring compliance with the minimum distribution
requirements applicable to IRAs.
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Discussion
On April 17, 2002, in conjunction with the release of final, proposed, and temporary
regulations under I.R.C. § 401(a)(9) regarding MRDs from certain retirement arrangements,
the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Service released an advance copy of
Notice 2002-27 regarding reporting MRDs from IRAs.
The MRD Regulations require an IRA issuer to “report information with respect to
the minimum amount required to be distributed from the IRA for each calendar year to
individuals or entities, at the time, and in the manner, prescribed by the Commissioner in
revenue rulings, notices, and other guidance published in the Internal Revenue Bulletin ... as
well as the applicable federal tax forms and accompanying instructions.”3 The Notice
provides guidance on the reporting requirements that apply under this provision of the
MRD Regulations. The Notice and the preamble to the MRD Regulations state that while
this new reporting requirement is intended to assist taxpayers in complying with the
minimum distribution requirements, the Service and Treasury Department still have
“concerns about the overall level of compliance in this area.”4
The Notice imposes two separate reporting requirements on IRA issuers, referred to
herein as the “IRS Reporting Requirement” and the “IRA Owner Statement Requirement,”
respectively. Each of these requirements is described below.
Under the IRS Reporting Requirement, beginning with MRDs for calendar year
2004, if a minimum distribution is required with respect to an IRA for a calendar year, the
IRA issuer must indicate on Form 5498 for the immediately preceding year (i.e., on a 2003
Form 5498 for a 2004 MRD) that such a distribution is required. The IRA issuer does not
need to report the amount of the MRD on the Form 5498.
Under the IRA Owner Statement Requirement, if a minimum distribution is required
with respect to an IRA for a calendar year and the IRA owner is alive at the beginning of the
year, the issuer is required to provide the owner with a statement by January 31 of the
calendar year (beginning with MRDs for 2003, so that the first statements are due January
31, 2003). This Statement must provide the IRA owner with information regarding the
MRD for that year by either (1) stating the amount of the MRD for the calendar year (using
certain assumptions set forth in the Notice), or (2) stating that a minimum distribution is
required for the year and offering to calculate the amount of such distribution at the IRA
owner’s request. If the IRA owner so requests, the issuer is then required to calculate the
amount of the MRD and report that amount to the owner. In the statement that it provides
pursuant to (1) or (2) above, the IRA issuer also must inform the IRA owner of the date by
which the MRD must be taken, and that the issuer will be reporting to the Service that the
owner is required to receive a minimum distribution for the calendar year.

3
4

Treas. Reg. § 1.408-8, Q&A-10.
67 Fed. Reg. 18,993.
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Under the Notice, the IRS Reporting Requirement and the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement apply for required minimum distributions for calendar year 2003, and for
calendar years after 2003 “except to the extent modified in federal tax forms and
accompanying instructions.”5 In addition, the Notice states that at this time no reporting is
required with respect to MRDs from I.R.C. § 403(b) contracts or IRAs of deceased owners.
CLARIFICATION IS REQUESTED REGARDING THE MANNER IN WHICH AN IRA ISSUER
CALCULATES MRDS FROM A DEFERRED ANNUITY WITH REGARD TO THE ACTUARIAL
VALUE REQUIREMENT FOR PURPOSES OF THE IRA O WNER STATEMENT REQUIREMENT
Temporary Treasury Regulation § 1.401(a)(9)-6T, Q&A-12, provides that in the case
of an annuity contract under an individual account plan from which annuity payments have
not commenced on an irrevocable basis (i.e., a “deferred annuity”), MRDs must be
determined using the individual’s “entire interest” in the deferred annuity and applying the
rules of the MRD Regulations applicable to individual accounts. For this purpose, the
individual’s “entire interest” in the annuity contract is defined as “the dollar amount credited
to the employee or beneficiary under the contract plus the actuarial value of any other
benefits (such as minimum survivor benefits) that will be provided under the contract.”6
However, the MRD Regulations do not define the terms “actuarial value” or “other
benefits,” for this purpose. Consequently, it is unclear what “other benefits” need to be
taken into account, and how the “actuarial value” of such benefits is to be measured for this
purpose and for purposes of calculating MRDs and satisfying the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement under the Notice. Clarification of this issue, and allowing sufficient time to
implement such clarification (including making any necessary changes to administration
systems), would assist issuers in complying with the IRA Owner Statement Requirement.
The Service Should Clarify That Notice 2002-27 Should Not Apply In The Case of Certain
Annuitized IRAs
A.

In the case of certain annuitized IRAs, the IRA Owner Statement Requirement is
redundant and does not provide the owner with information necessary to satisfy the
minimum distribution requirements

The requirements of the Notice apply to all IRAs, even in cases where annuity
payments have commenced irrevocably, except for acceleration, to the IRA owner under an
individual retirement annuity in a form that meets the requirements of I.R.C. § 401(a)(9) and
the regulations thereunder (hereinafter, an “MRD IRA Annuity”). The stated purpose of the
Notice is “to assist taxpayers in complying with the minimum distribution requirement.”7 In
order to assist taxpayers in this regard, the Notice’s IRA Owner Statement Requirement
requires an IRA issuer to (1) inform an IRA owner when minimum distributions are
IRB at 815 .
Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)(9)-6T, Q&A -12.
7 Notice 2002-27, 2002-18 IRB 814.
5 2002-18
6
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required, and (2) either calculate the amount of the MRD for the owner, or offer to calculate
such amount upon the owner’s request. However, because, by definition, a stream of
payments under an MRD IRA Annuity satisfies the minimum distribution requirements each
year, an IRA owner does not need any such assistance in complying with the minimum
distribution requirements in the case of an MRD IRA Annuity.
In this regard, the MRD Regulations provide that an IRA will not fail to satisfy §
401(a)(9) merely because distributions are made from an annuity contract purchased from an
insurance company, if the payments satisfy the requirements of Temp. Treas. Reg. §
1.401(a)(9)-6T (hereinafter, a “permissible annuity form”).8 In addition, the MRD
Regulations acknowledge that if distributions are being made in a permissible annuity form,
the annuity payments for a year are treated as the MRD for the year. 9 Based on this
treatment, the owner of an MRD IRA Annuity (which, as described above, provides annuity
payments in a permissible annuity form) will receive annuity payments during the
distribution calendar year that are equal to the MRD for the year.
As a result of the foregoing, the owner of an MRD IRA Annuity does not need to be
notified that a minimum distribution is required for the year for purposes of ensuring that
the owner takes distributions from the contract that comply with the minimum distribution
requirements – the owner will receive the MRD amount automatically under the terms of the
contract. Likewise, the owner of an MRD IRA Annuity need not request the IRA issuer to
calculate the amount of the MRD for any distribution calendar year, because the IRA issuer
must calculate and automatically distribute annuity payments from the contract for the year
in a form that meets the minimum distribution requirements. Finally, informing the owner
of an MRD IRA Annuity that the issuer will be reporting to the Service that the owner is
required to receive a minimum distribution for the calendar year will not provide any
additional assistance or useful information to the owner in complying with the minimum
distribution requirements under the MRD IRA Annuity.
Providing the owner of an MRD IRA Annuity with the statement described in the
Notice would only result in unnecessary confusion, rather than assisting the owner in
complying with the minimum distribution requirements.
For the foregoing reasons, the Service should clarify that the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement of the Notice, under which the IRA issuer is required to provide the IRA
owner with a statement that an MRD is required for the year or specifying the amount of the
MRD, would not apply in the case of an MRD IRA Annuity.

8 See
9

Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)(9)-6T, Q&A-4(a).
See Treas. Reg. § 54.4974-2, Q&A-4(a); Temp. Treas. Reg. § 1.401(a)(9)-6T, Q&A-1(d)(2).
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B.

The IRS Reporting Requirement does not assist the Service in monitoring
compliance with the minimum distribution requirements in the case of an MRD IRA
Annuity

Although the stated purpose of the Notice is to assist taxpayers in complying with
the minimum distribution requirement, the Notice also states that the Service and Treasury
Department still have “concerns about the overall level of compliance in this area,” and
intend to “monitor the effect of the new reporting regime on compliance ....”10 To this end,
the Notice imposes the IRS Reporting Requirement, under which IRA issuers are required to
indicate on Form 5498 that a minimum distribution is required from an IRA. In most cases,
the IRS Reporting Requirement will help the Service to verify that an MRD has been made
from an IRA. In addition, in most cases the IRS Reporting Requirement will notify the IRA
owner that an MRD is required for the year.
However, information reporting requirements under current law already require IRA
issuers to provide the Service with sufficient information to monitor compliance with the
minimum distribution requirements in the case of an MRD IRA Annuity. For example,
Issuers are required to file Forms 1099R Information Returns to report the amount of
distributions from an IRA, including an MRD IRA Annuity. Moreover, because MRDs are
distributed automatically from an MRD IRA Annuity, the IRA owner does not need to be
notified that an MRD is required in any year with respect to that IRA.
Accordingly, IRPAC requests that the Service revise the instructions to Form 5498
to clarify that the IRS Reporting Requirement in Notice 2002-27, under which an IRA issuer
is required to indicate on Form 5498 that a minimum distribution is required from an IRA,
would not apply to the issuer of an MRD IRA Annuity.
The IRA Owner Statement Requirement Should Not Apply Where an IRA Owner Has
Elected to Automatically Receive MRDs in Accordance with the Individual Account Rules
To assist their customers in complying with those requirements, some IRA issuers
offer “automatic” MRD distribution options. Under such an option, the IRA owner makes
a voluntary, revocable election to have the IRA issuer calculate the amount of the MRD
from the designated IRA or IRAs every year, and to have that amount distributed
automatically to the owner each year from the designated IRA, until such time that the
owner revokes the election. This distribution option eliminates the need for an IRA owner
to make any calculations or to take any action in order to receive MRDs from the IRA, other
than making a revocable election.
As described above, the IRA Owner Statement Requirement is intended to assist
taxpayers in complying with the minimum distribution requirements. However, for the same
reasons described above in connection with MRD Annuity IRAs, the IRA Owner Statement
10

2002-18 IRB at 814.
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Requirement is not necessary for this purpose where the IRA owner has elected an
automatic MRD distribution option from an IRA individual account. For example, after
making the election under the automatic MRD distribution option, the IRA owner does not
need to receive any information, make any calculations, or take any action in order to receive
MRDs from the IRA during the period that the option is in effect. In addition, the IRA
issuer is required under current law to report all distributions made from an IRA, including
those made as a result of an automatic MRD distribution election. Hence, informing the
IRA owner that the issuer will be reporting to the Service that the owner is required to
receive a minimum distribution for the calendar year will not provide any additional
assistance to the owner in complying with the minimum distribution requirements and may
unnecessarily confuse the owner.
Accordingly, IRPAC requests that the Service clarify that the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement of the Notice does not apply to IRA issuers with respect to any IRA during a
period in which an automatic MRD distribution option is in effect.
Form 5498 and Related Instructions Should be Modified In Connection With the IRS
Reporting Requirement
Notice 2002-27 requires that the IRA issuer "must indicate that a minimum
distribution is required with respect to the IRA" on Form 5498. In this regard, IRPAC
recommends that a new check-off box be included on Form 5498. Additionally, the
instructions to the new check-off box on Form 5498 should clarify the circumstances under
which the box would and would not be checked. For example, the instructions should
clarify that the box must be checked if the IRA owner has attained age 70 ½ by the end of
the calendar year for which the Form 5498 is being filed. For purposes of checking this box,
an IRA issuer may reasonably rely on information provided to the issuer by the IRA owner
that indicates that, the owner is age 70 ½ or older.
Provide Additional Guidance in Connection with the IRA Owner Statement Requirement as
follows:
1. The Service should clarify the manner in which the two alternatives described in
Notice 2002-27 apply. In allowing an IRA issuer to satisfy the IRA Owner
Statement requirement through use of one of two alternative methods, the Service
provides IRA issuers with much needed flexibility in satisfying this requirement.
Therefore, the Service should confirm, through the issuance of official guidance or
through revisions to the instructions to various information returns that, (1) at its
option, an issuer is permitted to use, without limitation, either one of the two
alternatives described in the Notice in meeting the IRA Owner Statement
requirement, (2) the issuer is not required to make any election or notify the Service
as to which of the two alternatives it is using, and (3) the issuer may change the
alternative it uses without limitation and is not required to use the same alternative
with respect to all of the IRAs it issues.
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2. The Service should clarify that an issuer may satisfy the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement by providing the IRA owner with the Statement via electronic means.
In recent years, the Service has addressed the manner in which certain retirement
arrangement notice and consent requirements under the Internal Revenue Code may
be satisfied by employers and plan administrators via electronic means. The Service
should clarify that an IRA issuer may satisfy its statement requirements to IRA
owners either electronically or via a written statement.
The Service Should Expand Various IRS Publications and Forms Instructions to Provide
Issuers and IRA Owners With Detailed Information Regarding the IRA Owner Statement
Requirement and the IRS Reporting Requirement in Connection With MRDs
To assist IRA issuers in meeting their obligations and to increase the understanding
of IRA owners regarding their rights and obligations regarding the MRD requirements, it is
recommended that the Service expand certain publications it issues and the instructions to
certain IRS Forms, to discuss the new MRD IRS reporting and IRA Owner Statement
requirements. For example, it is recommended that a new section be added to IRS
Publication 590 which discusses these new requirements, including what notification an IRA
owner must receive from an issuer under the Notice, when an owner should receive the
required statement, and under what circumstances the owner will not be receiving such a
statement. This section should also address the two alternatives that an issuer may use and
that if an individual owns more than one IRA, the issuer is not required to use the same
alternative. In addition, this section should indicate that the MRD attributed to an IRA need
not come from that particular IRA, so that IRA owners are educated on their options in
complying with the MRD rules.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Electronic Filing of Exempt Organizations’ Returns

ISSUE STATEMENT:

Electronic Filing of Exempt Organizations’ Returns should
be established as a Priority because of its Far Reaching
Impact on All Taxpayers

REMEDY SOUGHT:

The IRS maintain its plan to implement an electronic filing
system for the Form 990 series in 2004, for fiscal year 2003.

IRPAC TEAM:

Linda Lampkin, Presenter; Barbara Seymon-Hirsch, Pamela
Everhardt, Michael O’Neill

IRS PARTICIPANTS:

Thomas Terry, Midori Morgan-Gaide

BACKGROUND:

The universe of exempt organizations includes both
charitable (public charities and private foundations) and
non-charitable organizations.
These organizations are
generally required to file an annual information return.
Because these returns are subject to public disclosure,
individual and corporate taxpayers, grant makers, state
regulators, research and oversight groups and the public at
large use these returns as the primary source of information
on these organizations. There are approximately 600,000
exempt organizations that file annual returns. Implementing
an electronic filing (e-file) system for these returns will
accomplish the following: improve customer service to
exempt organizations by reducing filing errors and customer
burden; enhance service to the general public through a
more rapid and accurate release of disclosable information;
and, increase governmental efficiencies in processing exempt
organizations' returns.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATION[S]:

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
A FFECTED:

The IRS should remain on its current schedule to implement
an electronic filing for Forms 990 and 990-EZ by January
2004 (for fiscal year 2003). It should also continue its plan
to introduce e-filing for Forms 990-PF and 990-T by January
2005 (for fiscal year 2004).
All exempt organizations with annual filing requirements
(approximately 600,000), all individual and corporate
taxpayers who make charitable contributions and exempt
organizations that make grants or donations to other exempt
organizations.
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BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYEES & PAYORS):

Form 990 Filers: The key benefits are improved customer
service to exempt organizations by reducing filing errors and
customer burden and cost savings from the reduction of
return preparation time as well as copying, assembly and
mailing costs.
Individual and corporate taxpayers: These taxpayers have
the opportunity to make tax-deductible contributions to
Form 990 filers exempt under I.R.C. § 501(c)(3). Therefore,
having full information easily and quickly available as
decisions about donations are made will help improve tax
compliance, as these donations are filed as deductions on
other tax forms.
State regulators: Exempt organization returns are used by
states that have annual filing requirements for exempt
organizations to satisfy their filing requirements as well.
Electronic filing of exempt organization returns will enable
the IRS to share information with state regulators and help
them regulate more quickly and efficiently.
General Public: Forms 990, 990-EZ and 990-PF are unique
in that they are information returns – not income tax returns.
(Only a few organizations file a Form 990-T, a tax return for
income of an exempt organization that is earned from
activities unrelated to that organization’s exempt purpose.)
The Internal Revenue Code mandates that these information
returns be widely available for public inspection. Electronic
filing of exempt organization returns will permit enhanced
service to the general public through a more rapid and
accurate release of disclosable information.

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:

The primary benefit is increased efficiency in the processing
of exempt organization returns. Implementation of e-file of
exempt organizations’ returns will reduce the amount of
paper returns processed. Steps in the processing system that
will be reduced include mail handling, editing, numbering,
transcribing, imaging and filing.
Reduction of these
functions will lead to quicker and more cost effective
processing. There are also cost savings from reducing the
photocopying, mailing and re-filing that are required when
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responding to public disclosure requests as well as costs
associated with storing paper returns.
Another key benefit is the improved sharing of return data
among IRS employees. E-file will make return data
available to auditors and customer service representatives
electronically thereby eliminating the need for the paper
return. Electronic return information will assist the IRS in
shifting resources from data collection to enforcement and
compliance activities.
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DISCUSSION
The Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 1998 states that “the policy
of Congress is to promote paperless filing, with a long-range goal of providing for the filing
of at least eighty percent of all tax returns in electronic form by the year 2007.” This
mandate
applies
to
exempt
organization
returns.
Exempt Organization Filing Requirements
Internal Revenue Code § 501 describes those organizations that are exempt from
federal income tax. There are currently approximately 1.5 million exempt organizations.
This universe of exempt organizations includes charitable organizations (churches, schools,
social service groups, foundations, etc.) as well as other non-profit organizations (labor
unions, professional associations, social clubs, etc).
Churches and certain church-affiliated organizations are statutorily exempt from
annual reporting requirements. Organizations with less then $25,000 of gross receipts are
also not required to file. These two categories of organizations, in addition to those that
fall under other limited exceptions, total almost one million. That is, approximately only
600,000 exempt organizations file annual information returns.
Exempt organizations with less than $250,000 of assets and gross receipts between
$25,000 and $100,000 file a Form 990-EZ. Exempt organizations with greater than
$250,000 of assets and gross receipts in excess of $100,000 are required to file Form 990.
Private foundations, a subset of charitable organizations, are required to file Form 990-PF,
generally, regardless of gross receipts or assets. These forms are all information returns –
not tax returns – as there is generally no income tax imposed on exempt organizations.
Exempt organizations that conduct activities that are unrelated to their exempt
purpose are subject to corporate income tax on the income from those unrelated activities.
The income from and tax on these activities are reported on Form 990-T.
Unique Nature of the Form 990 Series
The Internal Revenue Service’ responsibility with respect to exempt organizations
is different from the responsibility it has for other taxpayers. Its responsibilities are
regulatory in nature – not revenue collecting. As such, the primary purpose of the Form
990 series of returns is to collect information on the programs and activities of exempt
organizations to ensure that they are operating in accordance with their stated exempt
purpose and are not running afoul of the rules and regulations governing their tax exempt
status. In simple terms, the Form 990 series of returns function as a medium for ensuring
that exempt organizations are doing what they are permitted to do and are not doing what
they are not permitted to do.
Information requested includes a balance sheet, statement of revenues and expenses,
program accomplishments, board of directors list, and executive salaries. Schedule A,
required for all I.R.C. § 501(c)(3) charitable organizations, contains information on an
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organization’s sources of support, political and lobbying activities, transactions with related
parties and racial discrimination in private schools. Schedule B provides the name and
addresses of major contributors as well as the amount and character of the contribution.
This series of returns is also unique because exempt organizations are required by
I.R.C. § 6104 to make the returns widely available for public inspection. This means that
organizations may be requested to provide copies of the returns that were filed with the
IRS. If the organization refuses to provide a copy, they are subject to IRS penalties. The
IRS may also be requested to provide copies of the returns. It is important to note that
current regulations provide that the posting of an organization’s return on the Internet,
either on its own Web site or another Web site, satisfies the organization’s obligation to
make its return widely available. In other words, if the return is posted on the Internet, the
organization does not have to provide paper copies of its returns.
The number of people taking advantage of the ability to access and review the
exempt organization returns on the Internet is large and constantly growing. Since 1999,
PDF images of most 501(c)(3) charitable organizations have been available at GuideStar’s
Web site. A product of collaboration between the Internal Revenue Service, the National
Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS) at the Urban Institute, and GuideStar (also known
as Philanthropic Research, Inc.), 1 the Web site now receives about 6 million hits per week.
Finally, the Form 990 series of returns are unique because they are multijurisdictional forms – forms used by state regulators as well. Because exempt organizations
are not subject to income tax, jurisdiction of exempt organizations within the states
generally falls under the secretary of state or office of attorney general as opposed to the
state revenue departments. About twenty years ago, the IRS and the National Association
of Attorneys General/National Association of State Charity Officials (NAAG/NASCO)
reached an agreement whereby the NAAG/NASCO states agreed to use the IRS forms to
satisfy some or all of their information needs. Thus, the NAAG/NASCO member states
do not have separate annual filing requirements.2
The Form 990 series of returns essentially facilitates regulation of exempt organizations not
only by the IRS but also by the general public and state regulators.
Form 990 and Philanthropy
In 2001, overall giving to charity in the United States was estimated at $212 billion,
over 2 percent of GDP. About 76 percent of this total – almost $161 billion3 – was
contributed by individual U.S. taxpayers. Giving by foundations was estimated at $25.90
billion, while corporate giving in 2001 was $9.05 billion. An enormous amount of
otherwise taxable income is being used for charitable purposes. It is vitally important that
1

NCCS funded the purchase of scanning equipment for the IRS. The IRS then committed to creating PDF
images of all 501(c)(3) returns. The images are then downloaded to a compact disc (CD) on a monthly basis and
provided to GuideStar and other interested parties. GuideStar then uploads these images to its Web site.
2 Many states require charities and other nonprofits to complete an annual registration form. An application to
solicit contributions may also be required.
3 AARFC Trust for Philanthropy, “Giving USA 2002: The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the Year 2001.”
“Sources of Contributions”, pp. 57-103.
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individual, institutional, and corporate donors have access to better information on the
charities they support. Electronic filing will greatly improve the timeliness, completeness,
and ease of availability of charity data.
After its generous outpouring of over $1 billion to help those affected by the
tragedy of September 11, the public raised hard questions about nonprofit sector
transparency and use of funds. With information available from e-filing of Form 990,
enhanced on-line repositories of information about charities could be created that enable
donors and volunteers to quickly and more accurately identify organizations that support
their particular concerns, for example, homeless shelters in a specific geographic area or
organizations providing information to mothers with AIDS. Not only will potential donors
be able to better identify the charities of interest, but also evaluate their capacities and
program effectiveness, based on the financial and programmatic information included in
the Form 990 filing.
The Government as a User of Form 990 Information
According to the Forms 990 filed in 1999, almost $60 billion was received in
government grants alone (not including Medicare, Medicaid, and contracts to provide
specific services to the government itself). Each government program collects its own
information from grantees, thus incurring huge administrative costs to create and maintain
separate databases.
As a result of the Federal Financial Assistance Management Act of 1999 (P.L. 106107), the Interagency Electronic Grants Committee (IAEGC), and the Bush Administration’s
eGovernment initiatives, there are now ongoing efforts to streamline the federal grants
application and management process. E-filing for the nonprofit sector is an integral part of this
process, as the Form 990 is the standard in the sector that should serve as a basis for the
development of the electronic system.
The Nonprofit Sector is Willing
About seventy-five percent of all Forms 990 are prepared by outside preparers, most
frequently local or regional CPA firms with a nonprofit practice. Currently, many nonprofits
defer to their preparers’ judgment on all issues relating to Form 990. Yet, many CPA firms
assign Form 990 preparation to less experienced staff, as a way to contain costs and have their
services remain affordable for their nonprofit clients. In order for e-filing to succeed, both
nonprofits and their accountants will need to be aware of the benefits, cost-effectiveness and
ease of Form 990 e-filing.
In February and March 2002, The Urban Institute’s National Center for Charitable
Statistics (NCCS) conducted a telephone survey of a randomly selected sample of Form 990
filers stratified by size, type and geographic location with 490 responses. In addition, the same
survey was posted on the GuideStar web site as a link to an article on e-filing and 360
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responses were tabulated. Among the topics explored in the surveys was the likelihood of a
charity to e-file its Form 990, or to recommend e-filing to its external preparer.
Interest in e-filing was high across all sizes and subsectors of nonprofit organizations.
In the NCCS survey, seventy-three percent of all financial executives surveyed said that they
would be very likely or somewhat likely to electronically file their Form 990, or to recommend
e-filing to their professional preparers, as long as there were free, easy-to-use software
available to do so. Those who file their Form 990 internally, and those whose organizations
have fifty or more employees, were even more enthusiastic. The GuideStar survey confirmed
charities’ propensity to try e-filing. Over fifty-seven percent of respondents reported that they
were very likely, and twenty-eight percent were somewhat likely to electronically file their Form
990, if the option were readily available.
In addition to its surveys of nonprofit organizations, NCCS asked a random sample of
CPA firms with a nonprofit practice in Pennsylvania (a representative state with a mix of large
and small cities and rural areas) whether they have experience electronically filing any returns
(1040, 941), and whether they planned to continue to e-file the returns that they have e-filed in
the past. Seventy-six percent of respondents have already e-filed an IRS return. Ninety-six
percent of CPAs with e-filing experience plan to continue e-filing returns in the future, and 47
percent of CPAs who have not previously e-filed responded that they anticipate they will begin
e-filing returns for their clients in the near future. This encouraging statistic shows conclusively
that once CPAs have electronically filed a return, they continue to do so.
Software developers contacted by the IRS have indicated that they will build the
infrastructure required for electronic filing for Form 990, once the specifications have been
developed by the IRS. According to IRS data, about twenty percent of all Forms 990 are still
prepared without the use of software or computer – either by individuals who don’t have
computers or who do not want to use software. It will take time for these preparers to adjust to
the e-filing.

RECOMMENDATIONS
First, the IRS should maintain its current plan to implement an electronic filing
system for Forms 990 and 990-EZ by January 2004, for fiscal year 2003. E-file for Form
990-PF and 990-T should be available in the following year.
The Internal Revenue Service should also work with the sector and regulators at
the state level to help integrate the filings and registration documents required of
nonprofits. An e-filing system can easily allow filers to fulfill multiple reporting
requirements with one document and one transmission. The Urban Institute’s National
Center for Charitable Statistics has been working on such a pilot system with the charity
offices of twelve states and these experiences should be instructive as the IRS develops an
e-filing system.
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Internal Revenue Service officials have indicated their interest in simplifying Form
990 in order to make e-filing more efficient, specifically in the area of attachments. In
order to facilitate the process, we recommend that the IRS continue to communicate with
stakeholders on simplifying the Form. No change to Form 990 may be made lightly — the
Form has been constructed over the years in consultation with various stakeholders. State
charity offices were involved in the creation of Form 990 over 20 years ago, and many
require it today to regulate charitable solicitations. Web sites like GuideStar publish the
Forms 990 of over 400,000 organizations, and an increasing number of funders and
individual donors are learning to read the relevant sections in making their giving decisions.
All proposed changes should be brought before the public for comment before being
implemented.
We recommend that the IRS consider creating standard structures for all
attachments that can be integrated into preparation software. Rather than discard the
attachments, or reduce them to a recordkeeping requirement, IRPAC would like to see
precise instructions on what should and should not be included in attachments. In this
way, electronic Form 990 files will be easily exported into the IRS database; yet, important
disclosures will not be lost to public scrutiny.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED
The approximately 600,000 organizations that file Form 990 would be directly
affected, but the impact would be much greater, as the information is essential to lines on
tax returns for all taxpayers.
Every individual taxpayer and every corporate taxpayer must make choices about
charitable giving – and then fill out the appropriate tax forms if they are to receive a
deduction from income. E-filing would enable these taxpayers to better comply with
requirements of giving to charities appropriately registered with the IRS.

BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS (PAYEES & PAYORS )
Form 990 Filers: The key benefits are improved customer service to exempt
organizations by reducing filing errors and customer burden and cost savings from the
reduction of return preparation time as well as copying, assembly and mailing costs.
Organizations that file electronically will receive an electronic acknowledgement of
receipt by the IRS. Such an acknowledgement will reduce correspondence between the
organization and the IRS for late filed or lost returns. Organizations that file electronically
may be exempt from the requirement to provide copies of their returns upon request. The
IRS would assume the responsibility for posting public information from these returns on
the internet.
As software vendors will be participants in the development of the e-filing program,
there will be improvements in the existing software packages, for examples, more help
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functions and more diagnostics to alert preparers to incorrect computations or missing
information. Such changes will ensure quicker, more efficient and more accurate return
preparation. These additional validity and consistency checks reduce correspondence
between the organization and the IRS and ensure that information on the IRS master file is
current and correct.
Thus, e-filing will reduce burden in preparing and filing returns as well as complying
with public disclosure requirements while providing for more complete and accurate
returns
Individual and corporate taxpayers: These taxpayers have the opportunity to make
tax-deductible contributions to Form 990 filers exempt under I.R.C § 501(c)(3). Therefore,
having full information easily and quickly available as decisions about donations are made
will help improve tax compliance, as these donations are filed as deductions on other tax
forms.
E-filing will ensure quicker and more accurate publishing of exempt organization
returns, which will assist donors in their decision making. Such publishing will expedite
research on nonprofits, allowing taxpayers to easily identify organizations that qualify for
receipt of tax-deductible donations.
State regulators: The primary method of regulating nonprofit organizations within a
state's borders is through mandatory annual registration, which generally requires a copy of
Form 990. Currently, about 40 states require such registration, which results in a costly
and time-intensive process of document and data gathering, file storage, and creation of
databases by keypunching required data variables. Roughly half of the budgets of each
state charity office are dedicated to registration management, which leaves limited
resources for enforcement, public education, and other regulatory duties. Typically, it is
difficult and inefficient for compliance officers to access and analyze information.
Dan Moore, former president of the National Association of State Charity Officials
(NASCO), explained, "We want to make a shift from data entry to data analysis. We want
to move from clerical work to investigative and analytical work."4 Electronic data will help
regulators be proactive by building profiles of problem returns and quickly identifying
common errors.
A number of states are moving ahead with e-filing of state registration documents
as part of a pilot project spearheaded by NCCS and NASCO. Electronic registration is
already a reality in Pennsylvania and Colorado. E-filing at the federal level will reassure
states that are interested in pursuing this form of e-government that they are in step with
federal initiatives.

4

Dan Moore, "It's a New Age of Accountability," Foundation News & Commentary 42, no. 2 (March/April 2001):
28.
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General Public: Forms 990, 990-EZ and 990-PF are unique in that they are
information returns – not income tax returns. (Only a few organizations file a Form 990-T,
a tax return for income of an exempt organization that is earned from activities unrelated to
that organization’s exempt purpose.) The Internal Revenue Code mandates that these
information returns be widely available for public inspection. E-filing will ensure quicker
and more accurate publishing of exempt organization returns, assisting donors and grant
makers in their decision processes. Such publishing will expedite research on nonprofits,
allowing large, sophisticated funders such as governments, foundations and the United
Way to make giving decisions more in line with their stated objectives. It will be easier to
identify organizations that do not fit their criteria, and also enable better measures of
effectiveness using objective data from their grantees. Both foundations and government
will be able to reduce expenses related to researching potential grantees, and grantees will
be able to easily provide needed information. Burdensome costs of assembly, copying, and
storage will also be eliminated.
E-filing will also enable other exempt organizations, primarily research and
oversight groups, to create the more efficient and effective databases they require. For
example, state associations and nonprofit umbrella groups rely on data in planning and
conducting their membership and public policy programs and sector research. More
accessible data will allow them to understand the consequences of changes in public policy
and to research issues such as nonprofit salary levels and program outcomes. Chapters or
franchises will be able to exchange and standardize the information they provide to each
other.
More comprehensive and accessible data will also assist legislators and other policy
makers to better evaluate the impact of proposed changes. Such information on the nonprofit sector will also encourage the development of government programs and policies to
support the sector and improve research on the impact of proposed changes and existing
programs

BENEFIT TO INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
The current system for processing paper returns is inefficient, costly, and labor
intensive. Approximately forty percent of exempt organization returns are rejected from
processing. Reasons for rejection include absence of required schedules, incorrect name or
identification numbers, missing signatures, and mathematical errors. While IRS personnel
correct many of these errors, just as many result in the issuance of correspondence to the
exempt organization. This creates significant delays in the processing of these returns. Efiling will reduce many of the steps associated with paper processing including mail
handling, editing, data entry, error resolution, and imaging.
There are also inefficiencies in the public disclosure process for exempt
organization returns. Current procedures require requests for copies of returns to be
submitted in writing. Staff is assigned to this function on a full-time basis. They answer
these requests by retrieving the returns from storage, photocopying them, mailing the
photocopies, and then returning the files to storage. E-filing will provide a large number of
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returns in an electronic format. These returns can be stored in a database that will be
accessible to personnel responding to requests for copies of returns.
Another area in which inefficiencies exist is the examination process for exempt
organization returns. First, personnel responsible for selecting returns for audit do not
generally have copies of the returns and, therefore, work with limited information.
Providing these individuals with more data electronically should decrease the number of
examinations resulting in no changes to the return. Second, revenue agents who actually
audit the returns often do so without a copy of the return filed with the IRS. This is
because it generally takes 10 to 12 weeks for the Files unit to process a request. E-filing
will ensure more efficient exams by permitting agents quicker access to returns.
Finally, inefficiencies exist in the studies completed by the Statistics of Income
(SOI) division. This group transcribes (keypunches) almost 100% of the data from a
sample of returns. The information is used to compile statistics about exempt
organizations. E-filing will reduce the resources needed to transcribe the required data.
The resources saved can be allocated to converting more data from paper returns
into an electronic format. The Data Entry unit currently only transcribes about twenty
percent of the data from paper returns. Resource savings resulting from e-file can be
redirected to the Data Entry unit to enable 100% of the data from paper returns to be
captured electronically. This will again increase the efficiencies in processing, public
disclosure and audits of returns.
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represented on an IRS advisory committee known as the
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IRPAC was created at the request of Congress and has been working closely with the IRS to provide input concerning information
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Earlier this year, the IRS released Revenue Procedure 2002-10,
which provides guidance with respect to amending SEP, SARSEP,
and SIMPLE IRA plan documents to incorporate changes under

(MMREF), perhaps you didn’t know
just how easy it is to file electronically under the new MMREF. It saves time
create and mail a tape or diskette.
Plus, it offers:
■

an extended filing deadline (until

EGTRRA (the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of
2001) and the new minimum required distribution regulations.

February for all other filing methods),

Most of these changes are effective beginning January 1, 2002.

■

an electronic proof of filing, and

The plan documents in need of amendment by the employer

■

the ability to track the status of your

report as it’s processed within SSA.

2. SARSEP

3. SIMPLE IRA

Just go to SSA’s website,

If your company maintains a Keogh plan or other qualified plan (e.g.,

www.ssa.gov/employer, anytime

money purchase, profit-sharing, or 401(k) plan) you must amend your

between January 6, 2003 and March

plan by the end of the 2002 plan year to comply with various statutory

31, 2003. Select Business Services

changes. For more information on these types of plans, see IRS
Publication 1693 (Rev. 09-02)
Catalog Number 15060W
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the end of March versus the end of
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and money because there’s no need to

include:

Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service

f you did, and your file was formatted according to SSA’s Magnetic

mployers and other filers of information returns are
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Publication 560 (Retirement Plans for Small Business).

Online and use the same PIN you
entered in Code RA of the Submitter

SEPs and SARSEPs

Record. You’ll be prompted for a pass-

For a SEP or a SARSEP, the document that the employer uses to establish the plan can be either a Model Plan (Form 5305-SEP or Form

word. You should have received a
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2002 Filing Update for Accountants, CPAs, Third-Party Preparers
e’ve made our electronic filing services
even better for Tax Year 2002. The
improvements will go into effect January 6,
2003. Electronic filing is now considered the
industry’s “best practice” when it comes to
submitting Form W-2 data to SSA. More than
104 million W-2s were transmitted electronically to SSA during the 2001 filing season! It’s
ideal for any submitter (employers, accountants, tax practitioners, service bureaus, etc.).
There are two ways to file electronically:

W

Submit a Wage File
This option allows you to upload a wage
report to SSA using the Internet. Format your
wage report according to SSA’s Magnetic
Media Reporting and Electronic Filing
(MMREF-1) publication. In many cases, your
software provider has done this for you.
The TY 2002 MMREF-1 is available at
www.ssa.gov/employer, select Forms and
Publications.
or
Use W-2 Online
This option also uses the Internet but instead
of uploading an MMREF formatted report, it

SSA/IRS

Reporter

1. Go to the web site, www.ssa.gov/employer
and select Business Services Online (formerly
Employer Services Online).
2. Follow the “Registration Screen” prompts.
3. You’ll be issued a Personal Identification
Number (PIN) immediately. We’ll mail you a
password within 10 to 14 days. You’ll want to
change the password right away to one you
personally select. Also, change your password at least once a year to keep your PIN
from expiring.
Some important points to remember:
Each person who files Form W-2 reports
needs a PIN; use that same PIN for all your
clients.

■

■ As of January 6, 2003, you can register
online even if you are self-employed and do
not have an Employer Identification Number.
■ The Business Services Online (formerly the
Employer Services Online) will accept TY 2002
electronic submissions starting January 6, 2003.

The March 31 filing deadline gives your
clients an extra month to identify errors and
notify you. After corrections are made, you
can print and give your clients or the employee a new original Form W-2, and re-save the
file before submitting it to SSA. This reduces
the number of Form W-2c corrections and
saves you and your client time and money.
The Business Services Online User
Handbook dated June 2002 contains complete
step-by-step instructions to file your 2002
wage report electronically and also phone
numbers for technical support. The Handbook
is available at www.ssa.gov/employer, select
Forms and Publications.
If you wish to register early or take advantage of other services prior to January 6, 2003,
see the 2001 Employer Services Online User
Handbook, available at the website above. SSA

Did You File Your 2001 W-2s on Magnetic Media?

continued from page 1

password in the mail about 2 weeks after you registered for the PIN. If you can’t find your
password, call 800-772-6270 and we’ll issue you a new one. With your PIN and password,
follow the prompts for Submit a Wage File. It takes literally seconds to file electronically.

SSA/IRS Reporter is published quarterly,
Spring (March), Summer (June), Fall
(Sept.), and Winter (Dec.) by the IRS Small
Business/ Self-Employed Communications
Office.

year, should make sure their W2REPORT is uploaded as a single file submission. This is

Comments may be sent to: Joel R. Klein,
Editor

diskettes. If your software does not create one file, you must combine the files into a single

Send mail to:
Internal Revenue Service
SSA/IRS Reporter
Small Business/Self-Employed
Communications, S:COM C3-438
5000 Ellin Road
Lanham, MD 20706
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allows you to create Forms W-2 on your computer. For TY 2002 filing, you can complete and
submit up to 20 Forms W-2 (increased from 10
W-2s for TY 2001). You also have the option to
print Form W-2 statements suitable for employee distribution and your client’s records. You’ll
need Adobe Acrobat Reader to print the forms.
Registration is required. You can register at
anytime. Just follow these simple steps:

Diskette Filers Diskette filers who are now filing electronically, or plan to do so this
important because if you produce large W-2 files, your software may be set up to create
breaks to accommodate multiple diskettes. This is because of the space limitations of
wage submission before you transmit it to SSA electronically. Software that offers the option
of filing electronically is already set up to create the single file for you.
If you file multiple submissions on behalf of employers, just remember that each file must be
complete (i.e., contain an RA or RCA through to, and including the RF or RCF record.) These
records are specifically identified in the MMREF format.

e-mail: *SSA.IRS.REPORTER@irs.gov

If you have questions, please refer to the MMREF for Tax Year 2002 or contact our electronic

Fax: 202-283-0075

filing technical assistance personnel at 888-772-2970. For TDD/TTY call 800-325-0778.
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Fast Track Mediation Dispute Resolution Available for Businesses and Individuals

T

he Internal Revenue Service Small

not forgo any appeal rights during mediation and

not have settlement authority. The mediator will

Business/Self-Employed Division (SB/SE) has

can withdraw from mediation. If a taxpayer

work to resolve the dispute between the taxpayer

available Fast Track Mediation, a new service to

withdraws from mediation, the dispute would follow

and the IRS. The taxpayer and IRS must both agree

assist taxpayers to more quickly resolve disputes

the normal appeals process. Either the taxpayer or

to any proposed resolution.

that arise from examination or collection actions.

IRS can request mediation, but both must agree to

Fast Track Mediation was developed by SB/SE and

mediate. On average, the mediation process should

the IRS Appeals Division.

be started and completed within about 30-40 days.

For additional information about Fast Track

The normal appeals process can take months.

Mediation, see IRS Publication 3605 (Fast Track

Fast track mediation can be offered to taxpayers
with disputes not yet before a court. The program is

Additional information available

Mediation—A Process for Prompt Resolution of Tax
Specially trained mediator

Issues) and the Fast Track Mediation Web site at

conducts mediation

www.irs.gov. Click on “Businesses” on the left side.

A specially trained IRS mediator from the Appeals

From the Businesses page, select “Small

Division will conduct the mediation session at a

Business/Self-Employed” on the left. From the Small

Taxpayer may choose fast track

mutually agreed upon site. The mediator will

Business/Self-Employed page, scroll down and

or normal appeals process

discuss the dispute with both sides and can request

select “Fast-Track Mediation.”

The taxpayer can choose either fast track mediation

additional information from either side. The media-

or the normal appeals process. The taxpayer does

tor will not decide anything regarding the dispute.

designed to assist in resolving tax disputes arising
from an examination, an offer in compromise, or a
trust fund recovery penalty.

Publication 3605 may be ordered by calling
800-829-3676.

IRS

The mediator cannot impose a resolution and will

Reminding Employers to Update Documents
5305A-SEP) or an IRS-approved Prototype
SEP or SARSEP. This document identifies the
employer, establishes conditions for participation, and describes the contributions that
will be made under the plan. (Note that new
SARSEPs are prohibited, but exiting ones
can continue.)
The revised Model SEP or SARSEP must
be adopted by the employer no later than
December 31, 2002 (for calendar year plans).
An employer using a Prototype SEP or
SARSEP must adopt a revised document
within 180 days after the date the IRS issues
a new favorable opinion letter to the financial institution that provided the plan. The
financial institution should notify its

N OT E F R O M T H E E D I TO R

Your feedback is a way I keep in touch with the type
of information you like and need in this publication.
My e-mail address *SSA.IRS.REPORTER@irs.gov is
available for you to send comments. You may also
contact me at 303-446-1664 or by fax at 303-446-1764.

continued from page 1

customers of the applicable deadlines and
provide updated documents.
Simple IRAs
Like SEPs and SARSEPs, the document that
the employer uses to establish a SIMPLE
IRA plan can be either a Model Plan (Form
5304-SIMPLE or Form 5305-SIMPLE) or an
IRS-approved Prototype SIMPLE IRA plan.
The revised Model SIMPLE IRA plan must
be adopted by the employer no later than
December 31, 2002. The deadlines for an
employer using a Prototype SIMPLE IRA
Plan are the same as those for Prototype
SEPs and SARSEPs.
Disclosures to Employees
All participating employees must be notified
of the EGTRRA changes with respect to the
Model or Prototype Plans no later than
October 1, 2002, regardless of when the plan
is adopted.
Remember that you must operate your
SEP, SARSEP or SIMPLE IRA plan in compliance with the statutory requirements applicable to these plans for 2002 even though
IRS
your plan has not been updated yet.

Quick Reference Chart for
Updating Employer Documents
Model SEP/SARSEP/SIMPLE Documents
Document
(Rev. March 2002)

Use for
New Plans

Adopt for
Existing Plans

Form 5305-SEP
(Regular SEPs)

After Oct. 1, 2002

By Dec. 31, 2002

Form 5305A-SEP
(SARSEPs)

Not Applicable

By Dec. 31, 2002

Form 5304-SIMPLE
(Without DFI)

After Oct. 1, 2002

By Dec. 31, 2002

Form 5305-SIMPLE
(With DFI)

After Oct. 1, 2002

By Dec. 31, 2002

Prototype SEP/SARSEP/SIMPLE Documents
Document Type

Adopt By

SEP/SARSEP

180 Days After Letter Issued
to Financial Institution

SIMPLE IRA Plan

180 Days After Letter Issued
to Financial Institution

Special Requirements for all SEPs and SIMPLEs
Document Type

Provided To

Provide By

SEP/SARSEP—
Description
of Changes

Participant

Oct. 1, 2002

SIMPLE IRA Plan —
Description of
Changes

Participant

Oct. 1, 2002
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Tax Incentives for Distressed Communities
IRS and HUD partner to educate taxpayers on tax incentives

T

he Internal Revenue Service and

operations in a designated zone. The

introduced. Tom Dobbins, Director,

the Department of Housing and

IRS is very excited about this partner-

IRS, Taxpayer Education and Commu-

Urban Development formed a new

ship and sees it as a way to promote

nication, Partnership Outreach, gave a

partnership to promote the tax incen-

tax incentives aimed at improving eco-

presentation to the delegates outlining

tives available to small businesses

nomic conditions in needy communi-

IRS’s commitment to energize and

located in economically distressed

ties throughout the United States.

educate small business owners on

areas. The special tax incentives afford-

The IRS has a keen interest in work-

potential renewal opportunities and
tax incentives available to them.

ed these areas are designed to

ing with HUD on this initiative due to

promote economic development, cre-

the wide range of tax implications the

ate affordable housing and stimulate

new legislation has, and the impact the

underway include: Working with

job growth. The renewal community

law will have on small business own-

HUD to update and carry on their

incentives, enacted in the Community

ers. This new partnership with HUD is

Tax Incentive Guide for Businesses;

Renewal Act of 2000, represent the lat-

an excellent opportunity to proactively

creating a Community Renewal/

est legislative efforts to use tax incen-

work with another government agency,

Empowerment Zone area on the IRS

tives to attract business and

jointly leverage resources and service

website www.irs.gov; and developing

investment to distressed urban and

the affected communities.

educational and outreach materials

Some of the initiatives currently

IRS participated in the HUD-

for small business owners, university

sponsored Community Renewal

professors, tax practitioners and other

local development officials and tax

Implementation Conference held in

professionals.

practitioners and give them the tools

May 2002, where the new “Renewal

to work with local businesses that

Community and Round III Empow-

to e-mail address communityrenewal

want to move into or expand their

erment Zone” designations were

@irs.gov.

rural areas.
The goal of the IRS is to educate

Direct questions about tax incentives

IRS

HELP Telephone numbers and Web addresses to use when you have questions:
■

Information Reporting

Program Customer Service
Section toll free at 866-455-7438,
or non-toll free at 304-263-8700,

■

SSA Tela Service Center,

800-772-1213
■

SSA Employer Reporting

Service number is 800-772-6270

Forms and help information is

■

■

IRS On-Line Filling Program

also available on the IRS Digital

for Form 941 and Form 940

Daily Web Site at www.irs.gov

Filing Austin Submission Center

and the Social Security Web Site

512-460-8900 (not toll-free)

at www.ssa.gov/employer

Monday through Friday, 8:30
A.M. to 4:30 P.M., ET.

■

IRS Employer Identification
■

IRS Tax Fax Service offers

■

Employee Plans Taxpayer

Assistance Telephone Service,

Telecommunications Devices for

Number (EIN) Request Number,

the Deaf (TDD) may be reached

866-816-2065. (Form SS-4 may

non-toll free at 304-267-3367.

be faxed to Brookhaven, NY at

Taxpayers can contact this unit

631-447-8960, Cincinnati, Ohio

■

via e-mail at mccirp@irs.gov.

at 859-669-5760, or Philadelphia,

Program Web Page:

PA at 215-516-3990).

www.irs.gov/smallbiz.

referred to the Social Security

Scroll down to “Quick Links”

Administration.

■

General IRS Tax Law
EFTPS assistance is available

Questions and Account

■

Information, 800-829-1040

at 800-645-8400 or 800-555-4477.

faxed topical tax information,
703-368-9694
Information Reporting

and click on “Information
Returns Reporting Program “

■

IRS Forms may be ordered at

800-829-3676.

in the right column.

toll free, 877-829-5500.
■

Questions about wage

reporting (submitting Copy A
of Form W-2 to SSA) should be

■

Tax questions (even Social

Security Tax questions) should
be referred to the IRS.
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State and Local Government Employers:
Question
and Answers

Q. I receive a Package 941 in the mail
each quarter but I do not have any employees. How do I stop the mailing of the packet?

A. Send a signed note to the IRS center to
which you send other IRS business returns.
(Addresses below.) Indicate you do not have
employees and are requesting the Form 941

NEW! Federal-State Reference Guide
Now Online
he new 2002 revision of Publication 963, Federal-State Reference Guide, is

T

now available online at www.irs.gov/govts. This is the first revision of the

publication since 1997. The publication provides the nation’s 90,000 public employers with a comprehensive reference guide for Social Security and Medicare coverage and Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax withholding issues. It cov-

requirement be removed from your business

ers such topics as Section 218 Agreements, the mandatory FICA provisions, deter-

entity. Be sure to include your Employer

mining worker status, public retirement systems and public employer responsibili-

Identification Number. (##-#######)

ties. It also provides federal and state contact information. Copies may be ordered

Q. I receive a Package 941 in the mail

by calling 800-829-3676.

SSA

each quarter and my company has gone out
of business. What do I do?

A. Send a note to the IRS center you have

Online Filing of Forms 940 and 941
Questions and Answers

sent your business returns to (addresses
below) and tell them you have gone out of
required. Include your Employer Identifica-

W

purpose signing an electronically filed Form

tion Number. (##-#######) Be sure that you

returns as well as perform other payroll relat-

is used to sign your 940 and 941 return.

have sent final returns to the IRS Center and

ed reporting completely online? All you need

have indicated you do not have to file returns

is a computer, modem, and Web-based

in the future.

Internet access and you can electronically file

business and your account is no longer

ere you aware that business taxpayers
could file their unemployment tax

940 or 941 making it paperless. The same PIN

your Form 940 and/or 941 through an Approved
IRS e-file for Business Provider. You can find a

Business Return
Submission Processing

listing of companies who offer this service by
visiting the Approved IRS e-file for Business
Providers page at www.irs.gov. You’ll also

eginning in 2002, all processing of busi-

B

want to visit the IRS e-file for Business

ness returns was centralized into two

Partners page that contains special offers

IRS sites – Cincinnati and Ogden.

from our IRS e-file for business partners.

Business-entity related correspondence

Business filers who’ve been taking advan-

should be directed to the center at which the

tage of filing their employment tax returns

last return was filed.

online using the 940/941 On-Line Filing

If I change providers, do I need
a new Personal Identification
Number (PIN)?

Q.

No. The PIN is issued to the taxpayer, and

A.

identifies the taxpayer to the IRS. A

new PIN is required only if the PIN has been
compromised, or if the signatory identified on
the original PIN application changes. You do
not need to send another Letter of Application
(LOA) to the IRS to receive a new PIN. Notify
your new online provider of your intent to
switch to their company.

Internal Revenue Service,

providers have recently asked the following

Cincinnati, OH 45999

questions. In an effort to reduce confusion,

Internal Revenue Service,

Q.
A.

we’re providing answers to those frequently

using the Internet, and an approved provider.

Ogden, UT 84201

asked questions. You can find more informa-

The business return filer visits an approved

tion on 940/941 On-Line Filing by visiting

provider’s Web site and enters the required

www.irs.gov — just click on the e-file logo.

information online. The approved provider

What is a Personal
Identification Number (PIN)?

then sends the information such as Forms

The addresses are:

Some compliance and customer service
work on business accounts is also

Program and who may have changed

performed in Brookhaven, Memphis and
Philadelphia. Check notices and correspondence received from IRS for the correct telephone numbers and addresses for responses.

Q.

A PIN is a number assigned by the IRS

A.

to the Authorized Signatory for the

What else can I file online?

In addition to 940/941 e-file, other payroll
related reporting can be done online

QWF and 1099-Misc. Correction to the IRS
using the FIRE (Filing Information Returns
Electronically) system.
continued on page 6
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Online Filing of
Forms 940 and 941
Questions and Answers

SSA Announces Social Security
Agreement with Australia

continued from page 5

D

o you have U.S. employees working in Australia or Australian personnel working
in the United States? If so, you may be able to realize substantial savings under a

■

Questionable Form W-4 (QWF)

■

LOA to apply for 941/940 e-file PIN

■

941 Quarterly Return

taxation. Before the agreement, U.S. companies that employed U.S. citizens in Australia

■

940 Annual Return

were often required to pay contributions on their employees’ salaries to both U.S. Social

■

W-2’s (reported to the SSA through an

Security and to Australia’s mandatory private retirement program known as the

W-2 Corrections (reported to the SSA

agreement, these workers and their employers will contribute to either the U.S. or the

1099-Misc. Correction

Australian program, but not to both.

What is a
Letter of Application (LOA)?

Q.
A.

in the United States also paid contributions to both countries. The combined U.S. and
Australian contribution rate could amount to almost 25 percent of salary. Under the

through an online provider)
■

The new agreement helps reduce business costs by eliminating double Social Security

Superannuation Guarantee. Frequently, Australian companies with Australian personnel

online provider)
■

new Social Security agreement that goes into effect October 1, 2002.

An LOA is a paper or electronic request
that is submitted to the IRS through an

The agreement also helps fill gaps in benefit protection for people who spend part of
their working lives in both countries. Under the agreement, workers and their families
may qualify for partial U.S. or Australian Social Security benefits based on combined
credits from both countries.
In addition to the new agreement with Australia, the U.S. has Social Security

Approved IRS e-file for Business Provider.
The LOA is required for all prospective online
business filers who wish to participate in the
940 or 941 online programs, and is submitted

agreements with 19 other countries. If you want to know more about any of these agreements, please visit our web site at www.ssa.gov/international, or call SSA’s Office of
International Programs at 410-965-3548 or 410-965-0377.

SSA

by an Authorized Signatory to receive a
Personal Identification Number (PIN).

Q.
A.

How do I submit an LOA?

A prospective online business filer must

IRS e-file for Employment Taxes—
NEW for January 2003
eginning January 2003, taxpayers

B

return preparation software that does

who use a preparer to file their Form

calculations, and highlights needed forms

Approved IRS e-file for Business Provider to

940 and 941 may file them electronically.

and schedules

participate in the 940/941 On-Line filing pro-

Now, whether you prepare your returns

■

gram. The prospective online business filer

yourself (on your home or business com-

at the same time (NEW for 2003!)

must use the electronic LOA provided in the

puter) or use a tax professional (payroll

submit an electronic LOA through an

commercial tax preparation software they

unemployment tax returns may be filed

Where can I find information
about developing software for
the 940 and 941 On-Line filing programs?

Q.

If you’re interested in developing
software for yourself, or in develop-

ing a commercial software product, please

■

Tax information is secure

■

Only authorized users have access to

electronically.

Why File Electronic?
It’s Fast
■

Information is quickly available to IRS

Customer Service sites

the system
Paperless
■

Personal Identification Number (PIN)

is used as the business filer’s signature
Talk to your tax professional about
filing your Forms 940 and 941 electroni-

contact the IRS. You may contact us by

■

Processing time is reduced to one week

cally. For more information, visit

sending an e-mail to our Employment Tax

■

Electronic acknowledgement within

www.irs.gov and click on the e-file logo.

Development Team at efileemptax@irs.gov.

48 hours
Convenient

File Smart…File Electronic

Page 6

Safe

parer), your federal employment and

intend to use.

A.

service, bookkeeper, CPA, or paid tax pre-

Pay tax liability and file the tax return

IRS

■

Tax preparation work is automated with

File Smart…File Electronic

IRS

INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
SMALL BUSINESS & SELF-EMPLOYED
SUBGROUP REPORT

JEFFREY A. ADELSTONE, EA
CAROLE R. CONKLIN, EA
MARY L. JAVOR, EA, SUBGROUP CHAIR
RONALD C. MOONIN , CPA
BEANNA J. WHITLOCK, EA

NOVEMBER 8, 2002

INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
SMALL BUSINESS/SELF EMPLOYED
SUBGROUP REPORT
The SB/SE Subgroup addressed a number of information reporting issues during
2002, including standardized format and indicators for non-matching Schedules K-1,
establishing a procedure for small case Offers-in-Compromise, cash basis taxpayer use of the
Schedule C (Form 1040) bad debt line, non-conforming format of Wage and Tax Statements
(Form W-2) issued by the U.S. Post Office, simplification of the distribution codes on Form
1099-R, guidance to employers for reporting health insurance premiums paid by Subchapter
S corporations, electronic filing issues related to the Form 1040 series, tax classification
identifier for limited liability companies, taxpayer burden reduction, disclosure of
information, continuing professional education, two power of attorney forms issues,
National Research Project (hereinafter “NRP”) contact letters, and the multitude of IRS
mailing addresses. In addition, the SB/SE Subgroup surveyed their professional associations
and gathered input on the President’s E-Government Initiative and responded to a request
from the IRS Oversight Board for input on the Centralized Authorization File, Employer
Identification Number, Offer in Compromise, Practitioner Priority Service, and other
programs, including the Schedule K-1 Matching and the NRP programs.
The following SB/SE Subgroup projects are included in this section:
§

Paper (Javor) - Schedule K-1 Enhancements

§

Letter (Adelstone) - Schedule C (Form 1040) Bad Debt Line

§

Letter (Whitlock) - Tax Classification for Limited Liability Companies

§

Letter (Moonin) - President’s E -Government Initiatives
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§

Letter (Conklin) - Nonconforming Substitute Form W-2

§

Letter (Whitlock) - Subchapter S Health Insurance Premium Reporting

§

Letter (Javor) - Where to File, Pay, Correspond & Service Center Descriptors

§

Letter (Javor & O’Neill) – Comments to IRS Oversight Board
In the coming year, the SB/SE Subgroup will pursue a procedure to address small

case offers in compromise, work with Large & Mid-Size Business (“LMSB”) Subgroup on
streamlining the information reported on Form 1099-R, ensure that all tax forms can be
electronically filed, work with Taxpayer Education and Communication on various
electronic commerce issues, and keep a watchful eye on NRP communications to taxpayers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
TITLE OF PAPER:

Schedule K-1 Enhancements

ISSUE STATEMENT:

(1)

(2)
(3)

To provide standardization and uniformity of the
reporting information on Forms K-1; to increase payee
awareness of the reporting requirements for the Forms
K-1 information; to provide payors with alternative
schedule format;
To alert the IRS to information items reported by payors
that do not match information reported by payees; and
To enable the IRS to allow substitute Forms K-1 that
address the needs of taxpayers and simultaneously meet
the needs of the payor community.

REMEDY SOUGHT:

Standardize Form K-1, rewrite Instructions accompanying K1, and review Schedule E to maximize K-1 Matching
compliance.

IRPAC MEMBER:

Mary Javor

IRS PARTICIPANT:

Joseph Brimacombe

BACKGROUND:

Estates, Trusts, Partnerships, and Subchapter S Corporations
are required to provide pass-through information to
beneficiaries, partners, and shareholders on Schedule K-1 of
Forms 1041, 1065, and 1120S. Revenue Procedure 2000-19
defines the requirements for all substitute Schedules K-1. The
minimum standards for substitute Schedules K-1 allow payors
to design forms that are confusing to taxpayers and foster a
failure to properly report Schedule K-1 information.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATION:

TAXPAYERS/INDUSTRY
A FFECTED:

The IRS should modify future revenue procedures, beginning
for the tax year 2003, or as soon as is practicable, addressing
the criteria for all substitute Schedules K-1 that are provided
to taxpayers and modify forms used by taxpayers to alert the
IRS of “non-matching” information return items.

Taxpayers required to report pass-through information or
taxpayers required to report income from Estates, Trusts,
Partnerships, and Subchapter S Corporations as beneficiaries,
partners, shareholders, or investors are affected by the K-1
Matching Program, and, by inference, Schedules K-1.
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BENEFIT TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYORS & PAYEES ):

BENEFITS TO INTERNAL
REVENUE SERVICE:

Payors will be able to provide quality service and maintain
long-term relationships with beneficiaries, partners, and
shareholders while spending less time explaining Schedule K-1
information and how such information relates to the particular
taxpayer’s return.
Recipients will be provided with
comprehensible information that will be properly reported on
their income tax return. As a result, beneficiaries, partners, and
shareholders will receive fewer notices from the IRS.
The IRS will perform in conformance with its Mission
Statement, “Provide America’s taxpayers top quality service
by helping them understand and meet their tax
responsibilities” and, as a result, will receive more accurate
income tax returns from beneficiaries, partners, and
shareholders.
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1.

SUBSTITUTE SCHEDULES K-1
DISCUSSION

Instructions for substitute Schedules K-1 are contained in Revenue Procedure 2000-19.
This paper addresses the need for all substitute Schedules K-1 (Forms 1041, 1065, and 1120S)
that are provided by payors to taxpayers.
Currently, Revenue Procedure 2000-19 does not require prior IRS approval for
substitute Schedules K-1 that accompany the payor’s tax return provided the substitute
Schedule K-1 meets the following criteria:
•

The schedule contains the payor’s name, and the taxpayer’s name, address, and
SSN/EIN.

•

The schedule contains all items required for use by the taxpayers.

•

The line items are in the same order and arrangement as those on the official IRS
form.

•

Each taxpayer’s information is on a separate sheet of paper.

•

Schedules for taxpayers have instructions attached for required line items.

•

The amount of each taxpayer’s share of each line item is identified. Furnishing a
total and a percentage or factor to be applied to the total does not satisfy these
requirements.

These minimum standards have allowed payors to become creative in designing the
Schedule K-1. The varied layouts continue to confuse and frustrate taxpayers that attempt to
comply in good faith with their income tax reporting obligations.
Instructions for substitute Schedules K-1 are not written with the taxpayer’s use of the
information in mind. Inconsistent labeling, inclusion of non-tax related information, insertion
of marketing material, fine print and hard-to-read font styles and sizes used in important tax
instructions, as well as graphic layouts which mirror non-tax related statements, confuse and
bewilder taxpayers. In particular, the use of form titles, such as “tax information letter”, that
do not clearly indicate that the form/schedule is intended to be a substitute Schedule K-1,
should be discouraged.
In the absence of a statement that the amounts shown on the substitute Schedule K-1
are being reported to the IRS, taxpayers may not realize the significance of the communication
from the payor and may not report the information on their income tax return.
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Supporting the theory that many taxpayers do not properly report the substitute
Schedule K-1 information on their income tax return, in May 2001 the IRS began to test for
compliance by matching Schedule K-1 information to the taxpayers’ personal income tax
returns.
At the IRS Nationwide Tax Forums this year, practitioners from around the country
voiced concern about the confusion in “where” various items reported on a Schedule K-1
should be reported on the individual taxpayer’s income tax return (Form 1040). In particular,
various Schedule K-1 line items are not necessarily reported on the Form 1040 schedules as
directed in the Schedule K-1 Instructions. In addition, practitioners voiced concern about the
“matching” of Schedule K-1 information in cases when amounts “just cannot be matched”.
For instance, net income from passive activities when the taxpayer has passive activity loss
carryover.

RECOMMENDATION
The IRS should modify future revenue procedures, beginning for the tax year 2003 or
as soon as practicable, addressing the criteria, including minimum and maximum paper sizes
for substitute Schedules K-1 that are provided to taxpayers, so that:
•

more stringent substitute form requirements are mandated, and

•

uniform visual standards provide for instant recognition of a substitute Schedule K1.

The IRPAC recommends that the general substitute form requirements now in place for
Forms 1098, and 1099 series, as contained in Revenue Procedure 2000-28, be adopted for all
Schedules K-1 that are provided to taxpayers/recipients. These rules were developed with the
recipient in mind to assure the understanding of appropriate tax return compliance for the
forms.
The present instruction in Revenue Procedure 2000-19 should be supplemented by the
following requirements:
§

The tax year, the schedule number (K-1), the related form number (1041, 1065 or
1120S), and the official schedule name must be indicated on the substitute.

§

All applicable amounts and information required to be reported must be titled and
numbered in substantially the same manner as the official IRS schedule. Line
numbers are to be in the same order as those on the official schedule.

§

The substitute schedule must contain all items required for use by the taxpayer, but
the substitute schedule is not required to list line items where there would be no
entries required for the particular taxpayer. If line items are omitted or skipped, the
alpha and/or numeric sequence order of the official IRS schedule must nonetheless
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be followed. If line items are omitted, instructions to the schedule must clearly
indicate that the number and order of the items relate to the official IRS schedule.
§

Instructions to the taxpayer, that are substantially similar to those on the official
IRS schedule, must be provided to aid in the proper reporting of the items on the
taxpayer’s income tax return. Where items have been omitted as not being required
for use by a taxpayer, the related instructions may also be omitted.

§

The quality of the ink or other material used to generate the taxpayer’s schedules
must produce clearly legible documents. In general, black chemical transfer inks
are preferred.

§

To assure uniformity of substitute Schedules K-1, the following paper size is
recommended:
Minimum/Maximum dimensions:
8.5” x 11”
(The international standard (A4) of 8.27” x 11.69”
may be substituted for the minimum/maximum dimensions)

2.

§

The paper weight, paper color, font type, font size, font color and page layout must
be such that the average taxpayer can easily make sense of and decipher the
information on each page.

§

Payor logos should be permitted on a substitute schedule provided the placement
of the logo does not interfere with the purpose of the schedule.

§

Inclusion of federal, state and/or local tax-related information on the substitute
schedules should be allowed. All non-tax-related information furnished at the same
time as the substitute schedule should be segregated from the substitute schedule in
a manner that avoids confusion for the taxpayer.

§

Substitute Schedules K-1 should contain the following legend in close proximity to
the required tax items: “This important tax information is being furnished to the
Internal Revenue Service as Schedule K-1, (Form 1041/Form 1065/Form 1120S)”.

FORMS AND PUBLICATIONS
D ISCUSSION

Earlier this year, the IRS began the process of matching Schedules K-1 (Form 1041,
Form 1065, and Form 1120S) information received from Estates, Trusts, Partnerships, and
Subchapter S Corporations to information reported by taxpayers on their individual income tax
returns (Form 1040). The matching program was to be initiated in two stages. Initially,
notices were mailed to taxpayers under the Automated Under-reporter Program that involved
primary discrepancies other than Schedules K-1. The Schedule K-1 discrepancy was a
secondary issue; but was included in the notices issued. Beginning June 24, 2002, the IRS
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began to issue notices where the primary discrepancy was in the matching of Schedules K-1.
From the very beginning, the IRS recognized that there was a potential for the “system” issuing
erroneous notices to taxpayers and was committed to refining the process to minimize the
number of erroneous notices issued. In an effort to perfect the matching program, specially
trained Revenue Agents were utilized as part of the screening process to ensure issues such as
passive loss limitations were considered. Before notices were sent, returns showing Schedule
K-1 matching discrepancies were manually screened to ensure that all income/loss was
reported on an attached Schedule E and Passive Loss Form 8582 were taken into
consideration.
The IRS is currently compiling data generated by the Schedule K-1 Matching Program
and, as a result, ceased issuing notices on August 1, 2002 for tax year 2000. The Service
anticipates refinements to the program will be implemented sometime after November, 2002.
Currently there is no requirement for Schedule K-1 (Form 1041, Form 1065, and Form
1120S) to include a “check box” for information reported by the payor that may or may not be
reported by the taxpayer for the current tax year. Items reported by payors that could cause the
IRS to issue a “mismatch” notice to a taxpayer include, but are not limited to:
•

Passive activity loss carryover

•

Basis adjustments

•

Section 179 depreciation

•

At-risk limitations

In addition, Schedule E (Supplemental Income and Loss) and Form 8582 (Passive
Activity Loss Limitations) and the Instructions accompanying same, do not provide guidance
regarding how to alert the IRS that a tax return does not mirror the information reported on the
Schedule K-1 (Form 1041, Form 1065 and Form 1120S).

RECOMMENDATION
The IRPAC recommends that the IRS review and revise, where appropriate, all forms
and publications affected by information reported on Schedules K-1 (Form 1041, Form 1065,
and Form 1120-S). The IRPAC also recommends that revisions to the affected forms include a
“check box” to indicate that the Schedule K-1 information will not “match” the information
reported by the taxpayer. In addition, related publications, such as Publication 17 (Your
Federal Income Tax) and Publication 925 (Passive Activity and At-Risk Rules) should be
revised to include guidance to taxpayers affected by “non-matching” Schedules K-1 (Form
1041, Form 1065, and Form 1120S) information returns.

TAXPAYERS /INDUSTRY AFFECTED
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Taxpayers required to report pass-through information or taxpayers required to report
income from Estates, Trusts, Partnerships, and Subchapter S Corporations as beneficiaries,
partners, shareholders, or investors are effected by the K-1 Matching Program, and, by
inference, Schedules K-1.

BENEFITS TO TAXPAYERS
(PAYORS & PAYEES )
Payors will be able to provide quality service and maintain long-term relationships with
beneficiaries, partners, and shareholders while spending less time explaining Schedule K-1
information and how such information relates to the particular taxpayer’s return. Recipients
will be provided with comprehensible information that will be properly reported on their
income tax return. As a result, beneficiaries, partners, and shareholders will receive fewer
notices from the IRS.

BENEFITS TO THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
The IRS will perform in conformance with its Mission Statement, “Provide America’s
taxpayers top quality service by helping them understand and meet their tax responsibilities” and, as
a result, will receive more accurate income tax returns from beneficiaries, partners, and
shareholders.
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INFORMATION REPORTING PROGRAM
A DVISORY COMMITTEE
WAGE & INVESTMENT
SUBGROUP REPORT
During 2002, the W&I Subgroup worked with IRS representatives from the various
units on several information reporting issues of interest to the payroll and employment tax
community. The projects included in this section were completed by the W&I Subgroup
this year:
§

Letter (Davis & Carter) – A recommendation which initially urged that an
employer be given more authority to see an employee’s Social Security card evolved,
through discussions with Chief Counsel, Penalty and Interest, and others, to become
a recommendation that an employer be given access to the TIN Matching Program.
Additionally, the letter encourages prompt release of “reasonable cause” guidelines
for use by employers in avoiding or abating proposed penalties for reporting an
incorrect name or Social Security Number on Form W-2.

§

Letter (O’Neill) – A recommendation to develop a new Form W-4 for nonresident
aliens, including specific instructions on how to complete the form.

§

Letter (Atchison, Carter, & Davis) – A proposal that during the review and update
of Form W-2, consideration be given to the need for additional room in Box twelve
for more items as well as room for the reporting wage information for more states.
Also, revision of Publication 1141 to consider the ramifications of the electronic
delivery of forms W-2 to employees.
The W&I Subgroup continues to maintain a strong relationship with the Forms and

Publications branch and regularly communicates suggestions and requests to enhance
various publications, instructions, and forms.
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